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THE FIRE CHIEF'S SmATEGIC PLAN VISION
The Portland Fire Bureau is in the spotlight facing significant
changes from community growth and development.
The keys
of
opportunity for the Portland Fire Bureau are to creatively improve
existing services, diversify in· order to respond to new service
demands, manage our resources in a cost effective manner, serve the
customer first and enhance the quality of life in our community.
The umbrella of this opportunity is to develop a shared effort
between citizens, businesses, community organizations and the Fire
Bureau. These partnerships will result in progress and enable us
to achieve our vision.
I see the Portland Fire Bureau in the year 2000 as a nationally
recognized leader in community fire service. action and· change.
This organization will be known by it's open- doors to the
communi ty .
This openness is an invitation to look beyond the red
fire engines, it is a chance for the community to participate in
helping decide what services we are to provide and how to deliver
them.
Communi ty Emergency Services is one new way of doing
business by which the Portland Fire Bureau will be known.
I see a Fire Bureau in the year 2000 that reflects the ethnic
diversity of the community we serve. The City of Portland embraces
the concept that a diverse community is a stronger community.
Through strong commitment to equal opportunity personnel practices
and partnerships with community groups the Portland Fire Bureau is
moving forward in reaching women and minority candidates and
welcoming them into the team.
Three action plans highlight our
strategic diJ;"ections. First, a new program, .Firefighter Trainee,
has been developed to allow minorities and women a chance to hone
their skills and show that they can qualify and EXCEL as
firefighters. Second, special needs recruitment is taking place to
fill an immediate need for currently certified paramedics who wish
to enter the Fire Bureau as paramedics and be trained as
firefighters.

Third, the Bureau is taking steps now to create a new firefighter
entry level eligibility list for the fall of 1995. The employment
opportunities are exciting during the next five years, there will
be from 100 to 175 new job openings!
This community needs the
jobs the Fire Bureau can provide.
I see the Fire Bureau taking a'leadership role to regionalize fire
services.
Portland will be the focus for cooperative training,
regional disaster preparedness, major incident response and multiagency planning.
steps are already being taken to conduct a
regional fire station location study, consolidate disaster
preparedness in the metro area, establish a urban search and rescue
team for all of Oregon, and establish a firefighter academy in
Multnomah county.
with the continual reduction in local
government funding sources, regional approaches to pUblic service
is the direction the community supports.
One of the most pressing issues in this nation is health care
reform. Here is where the Fire Bureau can really help. The Fire
service, in my opinion, is the best organization to provide cost
effective and operationally efficient Emergency Medical Care.
I see the Portland Fire Bureau as the Multnomah County paramedic
services provider by next year! We have the opportunity to develop
a model EMS program for the State of Oregon and in the west.
All first responding fire units will have paramedic staff.
Some
engines will be designed to transport patients and fight fires.
Medical triage, at the point of dispatch, will be critical to
correct current system overuse and abuse.
Fire and medical
dispatch will be one discipline under the supervision of the Fire
Bureau. The Portland Fire Bureau will strive to make sure the 911
Fire and Medical Dispatch service is one of the best.
The Fire Bureau paramedics of the year 2000 will provide emergency
medical triage and patient treatment vs simply assess, treat, load
and transport to the over crowded Emergency Room. We will be the
medical provider at major pUblic assembly events such as the Blazer
basketball games and major convention events.
The Portland Fire
Bureau will be the seed bed for emergency medical pUblic education,
product and treatment research.
The Fire Bureau will continue to refine its excellent fire and
emergency response services to reduce the loss of life and
property.
Challenges for change will occur in the Bureau's
capacity to respond to marine environmental incidents with greater
cooperative efforts with the Port of Portland, Port of Vancouver,
Marine Fire Safety Association and other fire and private marine
service providers along the Willamette and Columbia rivers.
We
will become more widely known for special rescue services such as
dive rescue, high angle rescue, trench/confined space rescue and
hazardous materials.

The six years remalnlng before the landmark year of 2000 are times
of challenge for change. The Portland Fire Bureau will respond to
those challenges and change where necessary. The elements of this
strategic Plan set the course for success of the Bureau and
continued improvement in service for the Community. The people of
Portland can be assured that the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue
and Emergency Service will be a leader in fire and life safety and
emergency management issues nationally. It is our unique privilege
to serve the people of Portland.
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The next few years are exciting and challenging ones for the
Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services. Exciting, in the
sense that the Bureau will innovate and stretch in order to respond
to the changing needs of our community. The challenge for the
Bureau will be to create these opportunities in an era of careful
cost.control in this, and other government services.
As I envision the Portland Fire Bureau in the Year 2000, I
need only to look at the programs and activities the Bureau has
begun today. I see Community Emergency Services expanding from a
pilot program to an on-going philosophy that guides the Bureau well
into the 21st century. The recent success of the Neighborhood
Emergency Team (NET) pilot proj ect is a great example of how
resourceful citizens and committed pUblic safety professionals can
be effective partners in creating a safer community.
I see us communicating effectively to the citizens we
serve •.• equipping them to be responsible for safer homes and
businesses. By volunteering for a Neighborhood Emergency Team,
by stocking supplies for an earthquake, or by something as simple
and effective as checking their smoke detector, Portland's citizens
can help the Bureau to make Portland a safer city.
. I also see a Fire Bureau workforce that reflects our
community. The apprenticeship programs, aggressive recruitment
strategies and greater hiring opportunities created today, will
result in a more diverse firefighting force that will serve our
city in the 21st century.
Regionalizing fire services such as emergency management, fire
stations operated jointly with other jurisdictions, and specialized
rescue will be in place by the year 2000. I applaud these efforts
as a way to maximize our resources while reducing duplication of
services. Within our own city limits, our facilities will get some
needed attention. We'll be stUdying the need to relocate or add
fire stations, and looking for the financial means to do that
construction.
These are exciting and challenging times for the Portland Fire
Bureau. The directives outlined in this Strategic Plan will
determine how successful the Bureau will be in the coming years.
I appreciate all your hard work and effort in this project.
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MISSION
The mission of the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services is to promote
a safe environment for all areas protected by the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and
Emergency Services, to respond to fire, medical and other emergencies and to provide
related services to benefit the public.
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PORTLAND BUREAU OF FIRE, RESCUE & EMERGENCY SERVICES

STRATEGIC ACTION-PLAN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Strategic Action Plan will be implemented under the direction of Chief Robert Wall.
It is a collection of recommendations and planning efforts which have been generated since
the development of the 1986 Strategic Plan. That plan was under the direction of then
Chief Kenneth Owens and then Commissioner Mildred Schwab. Key plans comprising this
report are the Budget Notes for the years 1993-94 and 94-95 detailed by the Management
Services Division under the direction of Tom Feely; The Community Emergency Services
Plan of 1992 guided by then Division Chief Ron Bender, The Service Delivery Plan that
was an extension of the 86 Plan, completed in Spring of 1991, under the direction of
Assistant Fire Marshal Jim Crawford; The Tri-Data Study submitted to the City Council by
the consulting firm of TRI-DATA; And the Strategic Directions Plan for 1998 under the
leadership of then Chief George Monogue and Acting Chief Lynn Davis, completed in
August of 1993.
This Action Plan details the workplan of the Bureau for the next five years. The Bureau
of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services accomplishes its goals through the activities of four
divisions: Emergency Operations which includes Fire Suppression, Emergency Medical
Services, Haz-Mat and Administration; Prevention through Public Education, Fire
Investigations, Building and Event Inspections and Code Enforcement; Training,
Emergency Management and Planning which maintains excellence of the personnel
through Training and City-wide Emergency Preparedness, maintaining statistics and strategic
planning progress; And the Management Services Division which supports the Chief's
Office, Information Services, Purchasing, Building and Apparatus Maintenance, and the
overall Fiscal Management of the Bureau which includes liaison activities with other City
offices. Each division cooperates to assure Portland residents a safer city through proactive
. educational efforts, as well as emergency response.
The Emergency Operations Division, under the direction of Division Chief John Wilson,
will continue to have as its top priority the protection of lives and property through
prevention programs and emergency response. The Division will improve their existing
service to the community by educating each firefighter in the fundamentals of specialized
rescue tactics such as dive team, high-angle rope rescue, or confined space rescue; by
conducting pre-fire inspections; developing a "State of the Art" emergency medical response
system; regionalizing services to maximize resource delivery to the public such as
firefighters responding regionally to fire incidents; and advancing the technological aspects
of equipment and training to assure citizens of a safer community. Through the dedicated
efforts of Firefighters and Officers the City of Portland will experience an outreach effort
unsurpassed so that all citizens will become more prepared to care for their health and
welfare in emergency incidents. This Division will also develop and train 90(goal)
9-1-94
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neighborhood Emergency Teams which will activate and care for their neighborhoods in the
time of a major disaster.
The Prevention Division, under the direction of Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford, will
proceed with its efforts at Continuous Improvement designed to increase productivity,
public partnerships, efficiencies and improve responsiveness to customer needs. More
specifically, the Division priorities will include the improvement of the data retrieval system
and computerization of the inspection system. An evaluation system for Prevention will
also be developed which includes customer feedback and more formal elements. Finally,·
the Division will emphasize collaboration with outside agencies, other City Bureau's and
other Divisions within the Fire Bureau.
Training, Emergency Management and Planning, coordinated by Division Chief George
Houston, will continue to upgrade the training of firefighters, officers, and management.
The Emergency Management section will refine and test City emergency plans, networking,
and cooperating regionally, to maintain the most efficient disaster response, recovery,
mitigation and preparedness mechanism possible for the City. Within this Division, the
Planning Section will develop the Strategic Plan, Future Projections and the accumulation
and preparation of statistics to be used in surveys and documents. The Hazardous Materials
section will continue to track the storage and use of hazardous materials within the City.
The Fire Bureau's Haz-Mat Team will continue to provide service to the City and the State
Regional Hazardous Materials Team, responding to major incidents regionally. Reaching
all fire stations, the Television and Video Productions Section will continue to keep internal
communications and training at their usual high standard.
Management Services, has set diversity goals regarding hiring recruitment practices; will
work to improve management/labor relations, career development, internal communications
. and data gathering. Under the direction of Program Manager III, Tom Feely, a principal
objective of this Division will focus on personnel issues in order to provide Portland with
a workforce which represents the diversity of Portland.
The process of developing this plan included the participation of over 100 employees of the
Fire Bureau. The goal was to make sure that it addresses both the needs of the public and
understood by the personnel of the Bureau. In this time of great community demand for
local governmental services to be as efficient and effective as possible, the Bureau and the
City offer this plan so that the citizens can understand what the Portland Bureau of Fire,
Rescue & Emergency Services is doing to help them feel protected, prepared and educated
to care for the safety of themselves, their families, and their neighborhoods.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This plan is the result of many hours of hard work by dedicated citizens and Fire Bureau
employees. The following section recognizes these people and their role in the Strategic
Action Plan's creation.
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IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE
GOAL:
To create an Action Plan document that is easily understood by the general public and the
various Divisions of the Bureau; create a system to maintain, amend and recognize the
activities of the plan

MEMBERSHIP:
Members of the committee volunteered. They are representatives of all Divisions. The
committee membership changed according to the schedules and interests of the members.

DUTIES:
A. Phase 1
1. Clarify Action Items
2. Update History Section
3. Integrate Ongoing Action for Each Division
B. Phase 2
1. Integrate
2. Establish
3. Establish
4. Establish

Committee & Station Input
System for Development of Plan
System of Recognition
System for Keeping Plan Current

C. Phase 3
1. Integrate Organizational Review
2. Budget Portion Inclusion

TIMELINE:
Phase 1 and 2 were to be completed by the end of June. Phase 3 wass to be completed by
the end of July. As of July 1, the Implementation Committee renamed itself The Strategic
Plan Review Committee and accepted responsibilities of ongoing management and review
of the plan. The committee will proportionately represent all Division rank and staff levels.
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IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE
as of 7-1-94
Firefighter Todd Keathley - 41C
Firefighter Jim Beery - 1C
Lieutenant Mike Uskoski - 13D
Lieutenant Arne Hamel - 4B
Lieutenant Bruce Washtok - 15B
Lieutenant Mike Samuelson - 2C
Lieutenant Greg Keller - Investigations
Battalion Chief Howard Boyte
On Duty Battalion Chiefs
Inspector Don Bloom
Inspector Tom Stanwood
. Office Manager Kathleen Laborico - Logistics
Sr. Financial Analyst Rolly Franz - Management Services
Community Relations Spec. Pat Swan - Training & Emergency Mgmt
Coordinator - BC Grant Coffey
Program Manager - Patty Rueter
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1986 STRATEGIC PLAN (86)
Over 50 uniformed and non-uniformed personnel participated in the process. .The plan
covered an overview of the Process, Existing Mission and Goals, Value Statements, Futures'
Research, Scenario for 1995, Key Concerns, Issues and Problems, Strategic Direction
for 1995 and Action Plans. Responsible parties updated the activities on a six month basis
with the last entry in the June 1989 document.
In June of 1989, Chief George Monogue called for a review of the Strategic Plan. At that
time, the participants were questioned about the strengths and weaknesses of the planning
process. The planning review included a Futures Seminar, Refinement of the Mission
Statement, Review of the values and levers, Identification of key issues, and assessment of
next steps. Phase II participants were top management personnel - Dave Norris, Dan
Eisenzimmer, Lynn Davis, Tom Feely, Bert Hamm, Ron Bender, John Wilson, Doug Paul,
Gary DuBois, Maynard McQuaw, Kevin Brosseau, Jim Crawford and Jim Schwager.
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Battalion Chief Ron Bender _. Training
Lieutenant Ken Burdett - Training
Assistant Public Education Officer Jim Crawford - Prevention
Lieutenant Tony Anderegg - Station 13
Inspector Rich Butcher - Prevention
Inspector Jerry Butler - Prevention
Financial Analyst Barbara Cotrell - MSD
Lynn Davis - EOPS
Pat Dooney - Station 19
Marv Dunn - MSD
Dan Eisenzimmer - Division Chief
Senior Inspector Jim Everitt - Prevention
Financial Analyst Rolly Franz - MSD
Firefighter Dennis Gale - Station 21
Firefighter Ed Hall - Station 3 .
Bert Hamm - Battalion Chief
Jerry Hebert - Battalion Chief
Hal Horn - Deputy Chief
George Houston - Station 23
Battalion Chief George Jacobsen - Station 26
Bill Knotts - Battalion Chief
Mike Lander - Plan & Development
Lieutenant Bruce MacPherson - Training
Captain Maynard McQuaw - Plan & Dev
Chief George Monogue
Captain Doug Paul - Logistics
Captain John Pierson - Station 15
Firefighter Charles Price - EOPS
Senior Inspector Jim Rice - Prevention
Captain Dave Short - Training
Lieutenant Perry Sigler - Plan & Dev
Captain Tom Smoot -Station 21
Kathryn Steinberg - MSD
Captain Bob Voris - Training
Captain Jim Warnock - Station 25
Battalion Chief John Wilson - EOPS
Lieutenant Wayne Winter - Station 25
Project Manager - Div Chief David Norris Planning & Development
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SERVICE DELIVERY PLAN (SDP)
The Service Delivery Plan was developed asa part of the 1986 Plan that focused on those
aspects of Bureau operations directly related to service. The plan involved a public
participation component of a scientific random survey of taxpaying residents. The
conclusions, which were interesting,because the Bureau found out what the citizens did not
understand about the Bureau such as "response times" and that they thought that an
"acceptable level of loss" was zero which is not realistic. They also found out that citizens
are willing to take some responsibility for their behavior. An Advisory Committee for
Bureau Services was recruited to provide informed guidance of what services, and at what
level should be delivered. They identified goals, gaps, and strategies to meet future needs.
The scope of the planning process included Risk Assessment, Establishment of Goals,
Standards Development, Analysis of Current Capabilities, Identification of Gaps in Service,
Strategy Development and Prioritization.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Assistant Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Sr. Engineer Jim Schwager
Captain Bill Knotts
Lieutenant Kevin Brosseau
Executive Staff
Chief Officers
Project Manager Tom Feely
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BUDGET NOTES (BN)
The budget addresses the goals and priorities identified by Council at the outset of the
budget process. The budget notes that are referred to in this document are for the year 9394 and were approved just prior to the 1993 Planning Process. The Budget Overview
outlines the influences and guidelines that the Council considers when allocating funds.
"The budget responds to the vision created by Portland Future Focus, the City's strategic
plan. This community strategic plan provides long-range action plans to promote acceptance
of diversity; to respond to the significant growth anticipated in the region during the next
decade and after; to continue efforts directed toward reducing crime, eliminate violence,
and improve support to victims of crime; to promote economic growth; and to strengthen
local community leadership. The budget advances efforts directed toward achieving this
vision."
This budget was the third completed since passage of Ballot Measure 5 because of which
the City has had to adjust the budget due to a $21.2 million loss in the first year. The City
will have to absorb $9 million in annual payments on existing urban renewal debt within
the General Fund budget. This effects the Fire Bureau greatly because their budget comes
from the General Fund.
The Budget Notes are a summary of Bureau expenses which include a review of the
Mission and Goals, a current services report, a review of the changes in the Bureaus's
budget, descriptions of programs, performance trends, management objectives, major budget
notes, measures of effectiveness, efficiency and workload, and a detailed budget.
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COMMUNITY EMERGENCY SERVICES (CES)
At the time of the 1993 Planning session, Community Emergency Services was a plan that
was to be tested in three selected stations. It was defined as a "Philosophy designed to
enhance the living experience of the citizens of Portland, using the investment which has
already been made in the Bureau of Fire, Rescue & Emergency Services. Through an
interdependence and shared responsibility with other organizations and the community, this
partnership can make Portland a safer and more livable city. It is first and foremost an
opportunity to maximize the resources of the Bureau and combine them with the efforts of
the community to create and sustain a safer environment."
The plan addresses its goals and objectives, includes a list of action items identified as
Bureau priorities or a menu item to choose from for possible implementation by a station,
and a workplan with a short arid longterrn list of activities.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chief Ron Bender
Inspector Rob Ware
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TRI-DATA STUDY (TD)
Mandated by City Council to identify current strengths, areas needing improvement and the
alternatives for the future, the study was guided by a "Fire Study Committee" comprised of
a broad spectrum of citizens and members of the Fire Bureau. The recommendations
included Evaluation of Present Fire and Emergency Medical Services, The Vision for the
Future in regard to EMS, Prevention, and the need for Investment into Technology and
Continual Strategic Planning.
The strategies developed through this study are outlined in the Matrix in the Attachment
section and a cost evaluation study has been submitted to Council by Management Services
Division. An extensive report; it is the only report of the six included in this document to
offer a vision of the future, albeit incomplete and in recommendation format. Because of
the extensive, external outlook of the committee, the Tri-Data study is one of the strongest
assessments of the Bureau and is referred to often in the planning process.

COMMI'ITEE MEMBERS
Mike Burton, Chair
Judy Boyer
Richard Burnham
Barbara Cannon
Rebecca Marshall Chao
Lynn Davis
Randy Leonard
Nancy Locke
Lydia Mather
Sol Menashe
Marci Proutt
Cary Schaye
Timothy Slapnicka
Lillie Walker
Mark Williams
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1998 STRATEGIC PLAN (SD98)
The 5-year Strategic Plan covering the span of 1993-98, was developed by a diagonal cross
section of the Bureau in work sessions held in August of 1993. The plan is more like the
plan of 1986 in content than the other plans in this document and allows us to examine the
evolution of the Mission and Goals, the historical events that effected the fire service
(included in the History portion of this document), Futures Research and an overview of
key strategies action plans.
The actual report remains in draft form with the final direction given by the committee to
receive approval of the new mission and goals and to prioritize the strategies outlined in
the Strategic Directions portion of the report especially the Tri-Data recommendations.
From these decisions by the group, a Strategic Planning Office was established directly
under the new Chief, and the Division Chiefs have been supplied with information to
prioritize.

1998 STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS COMMITTEE CHARGE
AKA 1993 STRATEGIC PLANNING GROUP
GOAL:
To review the Action Plan checking for alignment with their original intentions. To make
suggestions on follow-through methods and inclusion of personnel and activities in process.
MEMBERSHIP:
Members were originally chosen by Division Chiefs to represent a diagonal cross section
of the Bureau. The same people have been asked to participate in the present review
process and are receiving information regarding the progress of the process.
DUTIES:
Review plan. Comment on make-up, process, methods of accountability.
\

TIMELINE:
Two meetings - April 20TH & TBA
Attendance at document release gathering
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COMMITIEE MEMBERS
Acting Chief Lynn Davis
Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford - Prevention
Commissioner's Assistant Holly McCollum - Comm Hales Off
Staff Captain Tony Anderegg· Training
Bill Henle - HazMat Coordinator
Lieutenant Perry Sigler - Hazardous Materials Response
Division Chief George Houston - Planning
Staff Captain Glen Eisner - Emergency Management
Community Relations Specialist Pat Swan - Planning
Program Manager III Tom Feely - MSD
Deputy Chief Doug Paul- Logistics
Accounting Supervisor II Barbara Cotrell - MSD
Battalion Chief Jim Klum - EOPS
Captain Earl McCormick - EOPS
Lieutenant Darrell Knott - EOPS
Firefighter Erin Janssens - EOPS
EMS Coordinator, Firefighter Tom Steinman - EMS/EOPS
Deputy Chief Rod Martin - Safety
Senior Inspector Jim Everett - Prevention
Senior Inspector Rich Butcher - Prevention
Chief Investigator Paul Barrett - Investigations
Financial Analyst Carol Ford - Office of Finance & Admin
Inspector Karl Anderson - Prevention/Plans Review
Program Specialist Patty Rueter - Public Education Office
President Randy Leonard - Local 43 Firefighters Union
President Bill Kendrix - Black Firefighters Association
Shop Steward Joanne Ely - DCTU Local 189
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RESPONSIBLE PARTIES COMMITTEE CHARGE
GOAL:

To establish a method that will hold the Responsible Parties named in the plan accountable
for the accomplishment of the Action Items.
MEMBERSHIP:

Responsible Parties were appointed by the Division Chiefs at the time of prioritization in
the 94-96 & 97-2000 increments.
DUTIES:

Review the plan. Create an accountability form that will be included in the long version of
the plan. Decide upon a process of reviewing the use of the form and holding the
responsible people accountable for completing the activity of the plan.
TIMELINE:

Two meetings - Apri121st and TBA.
Attendance at document release gathering.
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RESPONSIBLE PARTY COMMITfEE
Chief Wall
Battalion Chief Coffey
Program Manager Rueter
Deputy Chief Wilson
OPERATIONS
Division Chief J. Wilson
Deputy Chief Glover
Deputy Chief Ivie
Deputy Chief Martin
EMS Coordinator Steinman
Battalion Chief Harris
PREVENTION
Acting Fire Marshal Crawford
. Assistant Fire Marshal Rice
Chief Investigator Captain Barrett
Harbormaster Sill
Senior Engineer Schwager.
Senior Inspector Butcher
Senior Inspector Deer
Training Coordinator Inspector Payne
Computer Technician Specialist Inspector Drake
Firefighter Keathley
TRAINING & EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Division Chief Houston
Deputy Chief Arnold
Staff Captain Anderegg
Staff Captain Eisner
Clerical Specialist Jacobson
Staff Lieutenant Sass
Haz Mat Coordinator Henle
Community Relations Assistant Swan
Administrative Specialist Stephens
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
Program Manaager II Feely
Personnel Director Carpenter
Deputy Chief Paul
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STAKEHOLDER COMMITTEE CHARGE
GOAL:

To include representatives of the community who have an interest in the work of the
Bureau in the planning process. To invite their recommendations regarding the development
of the Bureau in the future and a response to the. current Action Plan.

MEMBERSHIP:
Representatives of City Bureaus, the Union, the Commisioner's Office, the Multi-Housing
organizations, Primary & Secondary schools, Fire Service - State & Regional, Senior
Population, Insurance Organizations, the Media and Public Finance Institutions are
reviewing the plans. Members were recommended to the Strategic Planning Office for
inclusion by Division Chiefs as well as decided upon by the Strategic Planning Office.

DUTIES:
A. Review the plan
B. Recommend inclusion of information from their perspective
C. Recommend action for the Bureau to address in lieu of future trends

TIMELINE:
Two meetings - April 28th & May 19th
Attendance at document release gathering
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STAKEHOLDERS COMMITTEE
PARTICIPANTS
AJ Arriola - Office of the Vice President, Portland State University
Ed Lindsay - Portland Community College
Diane Linn - Executive Director, Office of Neighborhoods
Dr. Jim Davis - Oregon State Council of Senior Citizens
Sharon Fleming Barrett - Executive Dirirector, Oregon Apartment Association
Emily Cedarleaf - Multi Family Housing Council of Oregon
Scott Barrie - Assistant Director, Governmental Affairs,
Oregon Homebuilders Association
Bob Crocker - Loss Control Consultant, Willis Corroon
Debra Brusie - Vice President, Kemper Securities
Holly Mct.ollum - Commissioners Assistant, Commissioner Hales Office
David Knowles - Executive Director, Portland Planning Bureau
Nancy Campbell - State Fire Marshals' Office
Steve Rose - Bristol Equities

INFORMATION SENT FOR REVIEW
Carlos Rivera - ESL Coordinator, Portland Public Schools Bilingual Program
Paul Duong - Refugee Coordinator, Office of Neighborhoods
Marcy Proutt - Chair, Bureau Advisory Committee
Carol Ford - Office of Finance & Administration
Lars Larson - Executive Producer, NW Reports, KPTV
Jeff Johnson - Assistant Chief, Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue
Randy Leonard - President, Portland Firefighters Association
Jennie Portis - Director, NE Workforce Center
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·CITIZEN FIRST COMMITTEE CHARGE
GOAL:
To include line personnel in the review process through an established pro-active group. To
give Fire Suppression personnel the opportunity to talk to peers who have a better
understanding of the process and the intentions of the Strategic Planning Office.

MEMBERSHIP:
The group was formed in response to the Community Emergency Services plan to facilitate
important activities that the Firefighters feel important. They are volunteers who also are
a sounding board for ideas from the Administration.
DUTIES:
Review the plan. Comment on make-up & process. Talk to the Fire Station personnel
about the plan and the process, in hopes of allowing the line personnel a better
understanding of the Action Plan and what it takes to create it.
TIMELINE:
The Citizen First Committee allowed the Office of Strategic Planning the opportunity to
present at two of their regularly scheduled meetings.
CITIZEN FIRST COMMITTEE
Captain Tony Anderegg
Inspector Gary Boyles
Firefighter Ken Burns
Lieutenant Jeff Calvi
Firefighter/Union Rep Tom Chamberlain
Firefighter Steve Cotrell
Lieutenant Mark Gift
Firefighter Todd Keithley
Firefighter Chip Kessler
Lieutenant Mike McGee
Battalion Chief Mike McGuire
Inspector Don Porth
Lieutenant Todd Schweitz
Lieutenant ·Mike Uskowski
Captain Gary Warrington
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HISTORY TO PRESENT
IN THE BEGINNING
Portland has grown from a small town, protected by a volunteer Fire Department, into a
thriving metropolis that is protected by today's highly trained, professional Fire Bureau.
The first paid Fire Department submitted its budget to City Council on January 3, 1883.
Initially, Firefighter training was "on the job" experience, courage, and a lot of luck. By
1950, formal training had become mandatory and all firefighters had to successfully
complete a one-year probation period.
The first work schedules had crews working 72-hour work weeks. In 1946, the citizens of
the City voted to reject a change to a 48-hour work week; however, a 60 hour week was
approved by a vote of the citizens shortly thereafter. This led to the three platoon system.
In 1952 a 56-hour week was subsequently approved by the voters. Currently, a 53-hour
week is worked.
In 1947 the citizens voted on a change to the City Charter, which established a pension and
disability plan for Police and Firefighters. This plan was still in place, basically unchanged,
until a pension reform vote in November of 1989 passed by the voters and went into effect,
amending the .City Charter, in July of 1990.
As the City grew, increased hazards required more specialized and up-to-date equipment.
Fireboats, which up until 1928 had been two boats powered by steam, were replaced by
three gasoline powered boats.
One of the greatest assets to fire ground safety and efficiency came in 1946 with the advent
of two-way radios. Previously, fire crews had to check in through police call boxes to find
out if they were still needed on big fires and to inform the alarm office of their status. In
1975, the use of portable hand-held radios (pac-sets) added to the efficiency and safety for
fire ground crews.
By 1973, implementation and use of better protective clothing, lighter weight hose and
couplings; and replacement of the old filter masks with self-contained breathing apparatus
was completed, further increasing safety and efficiency.
The Bureau in the 1930's had 39 stations and 519 Firefighters protecting 66.97 square miles
of City. By 1963, the number of stations was reduced from 38 to 30 and five districts were
reduced to four, protecting 76.5 square miles of City; in 1975; that number dropped to 27
stations and 446 firefighters. As of July, 1994, Portland has 27 stations and 656 sworn
Firefighters protecting 186 square miles. Reduction in stations and personnel has been a
result of budgetary constrainfs.
9-1-94
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The population of the protection area has grown from 365,000 in 1950 to 489,510 (as of .
June 30, 1994) currently. Some of the population growth has resulted from Multnomah
County Fire District 10 (with its 10 stations) merging with Portland's Bureau in July, 1984.
Other growth has resulted from the City annexing unincorporated land and increasing the
square miles from 112 in 1982-83 to 186 square miles today. With the annexation of this
area, the number of stations changed from 27 in 1982-83, increasing with the District 10
stations, and then decreasing back to 27 stations currently.
In 1972, the National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control published its report to
President Richard Nixon. That report entitled "America Burning" shed new light on the
magnitude of America's fire problem. The television series "Emergency" focused public
attention on the duties and hazards facing the fire service in doing its job of protecting the
public.
In 1983, the Portland Fire Bureau celebrated its 100th anniversary. In 1988, the name itself
was changed to more accurately reflect the variety of incidents to which the Bureau
responds. The name is now the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Services.
In 1982-83, there were still 3 first-line fireboats with dedicated staffing of 2 to 3 persons per
boat; now, there is only 1 fireboat which does not have its own crew but which is crossstaffed with the 4-person crew of Engine 6 from the NW Front Avenue Station.
The total number of uniformed Fire Bureau employees varied from 636 in 1982-83, to 827
in 1986-87. Currently the uniformed number of Fire Bureauemployees is 656. The bureau
has gone from a support staff (non-sworn) of 2 persons in 1963 to 62 non-sworn support
staff positions today.
.
The total number of responses has continued to increase. In 1940, the Bureau responded
to 4,740 emergency alarms; in 1970 to 9,512; in 1983, 20,818; In 1993, there were 48,500
emergency alarm incidents, including fires, Emergency Medical Service, and Hazardous
. Materials responses. The largest number of calls are for Emergency Medical Services.
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CHRONOLOGY - 1982 TO PRESENT
In 1982-83, all truck companies are staffed with 5 persons; engine companies have a 4 or
5 person crew. Travelling firefighters are used to fill vacation vacancies and reduce
overtime replacement costs. Portland's Fire Alarm Dispatch combines dispatching centers
with Multnomah County Fire District 10. This is the first step toward the merging of both
departments in July of 1984.
1983-84: January 1, 1983, the Linnton Station 27 is closed. The Linnton area was then
covered by stations located in the NW Industrial Area and St. Johns.
The Bureau embarks on its first ever Strategic planning effort to plot the course of the
Bureau for the next decade.
For the first time, all firefighters are certified in basic Emergency Medical response and
care to supplement the 3 existing paramedic crews.
The Rose City Station 28, at NE 56th and Sandy, is closed and the crew consolidated with
the Fire District 10, Cully Neighborhood Station 40, at NE 60th and Going. The Fire
Bureau's Hazardous Materials Response Team begins service at NW Industrial Area's
Station 16.
.
The first reorganization occurs, creating three' Divisions in Emergency Operations,
Prevention and Operations Support Services. The Bureau is now divided into five
battalions instead of four.
A ship docked at Kalama in the Columbia River caught fire and subsequently was cut adrift
into the channel, causing a hazard to navigation and safety. As a result of this fire, shipping
agencies, port authorities, the Portland Fire Bureau, and other fire protection agencies in
Southern Washington and Northern Oregon along the Columbia and Willamette Rivers met
together to develop plans of action for response to fires and other emergencies on those
rivers. As a result of their meetings and efforts, the Marine Fire Safety Association was
created and incorporated on November 25, 1983, to provide, not only mutual aid, but also
coordinate fire and emergency response for incidents on the Columbia and Willamette
Rivers and Ports.
On December 31, 1983, a train fell into the Willamette River from the railroad bridge in
the St. Johns area of the City. It was later determined that this was the result of heavy fog
causing three train crew deaths. At the time of the accident, the Bureau did not have any
underwater rescue capability. Shortly thereafter, the Bureau formed and equipped its first,
specialized Dive Rescue Team.
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The John's Landing Station 10 is relocated from SW Kelly and Pendleton to SW Taylors
Ferry Road. Marquam Hill Station 2 is closed. Boat 3 located at the Port of Portland, Pier
2, Terminal 4 is closed. Station 16 relocates to NW Front Avenue until a new Station 16
can be built at Willbridge. (The new Station 16 at Willbridge is closed in 1991 because of
budget cuts.)
July 1984 brings Multnomah County Fire District 10 into the Portland Fire Bureau. With
the merger of District 10, there are seven battalions. This merger delayed the Bureau's
active recruitment and hiring of minorities because of the absorption of District lO's
personnel into the Bureau. All equipment is renumbered to the station in which they are
housed.
1985-86: The Bureau is continuing to train and certify all personnel at the Emergency
Medical Technician I level.
A major Bureau reorganization took place on April 17, 1986, and resulted in four divisions:
Management .Services, Planning and Development, Emergency Operations and Fire
Prevention. Management Services is directed by a civilian; the other three divisions are
headed by a Sworn Division Chief.
In April, 1986, Station 46, the 12-mile Corner station, was closed by the District 10 Board.
At Hazardous Materials meetings in Salem, a new State-wide response system is developed.
The first Fire Bureau Emergency Medical Services Task Force is formed to investigate and
report the feasibility of transporting patients by Fire Bureau rescues. The report is
presented to City Council on January 21, 1986.
1986-87: An intergovernmental agreement with Clackamas County District 1 is finalized.
This agreement was a contract for Portland to provide fire service to some areas in north
Clackamas County and some portions of south Multnomah County adjacent to the City of
Milwaukie. (This agreement ended in 1991-92; the personnel were retained by Portland,
but the facilities returned to the District).
An innovative pre-employment training program for minorities and women begins, which
results in the best representation ever on a fire fighter's examination list. However, due to
the merger with Multnomah District 10 in 1984; and the addition of the Clackamas District
1 personnel, few people from that list are hired.
In January, 1986, the Fire Bureau initiates a new program called the Juvenile Firesetter
Program to educate juveniles identified having fire behavior problems. This program
receives the League of Oregon Cities First Place Award for Excellence.
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In early, 1986, the Bureau forms a Quality Assurance Committee to review and evaluate
the performance and charting of Emergency Medical Service calls; this has continued to the
present.
The Bureau begins a successful residential smoke detector installation program.
The United States Congress passes Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act,
(SARA-Title III). This legislation requires fire departments to pre-plan for spills, and other
emergencies with businesses who have hazardous materials. One thousand businesses in the
Portland area were identified the first year; that number increased to 3048 by 1993.
The previous 3 battalions, consisting of six on-duty Battalion Chiefs are reorganized in four
Emergency Response Districts with 4 Battalion Chiefs. The Bureau assumes responsibility
for Emergency Management for the City, bringing the Portland Office of Emergency
Management and the City's Emergency Operations Center at Kelly Butte under Bureau
administration.
Alderwood Road Station 12, at the Portland Airport, is closed due to budget cuts. (This
station was new in 1980).
1988-89: All sworn personnel are certified as Hazardous Materials Technician I.
More Advanced Life Support engines are designated as personnel assigned to staff engines
are trained as paramedics.
The Portland Fire Bureau receives the International Champion Award of Merit, from the
International Fire Chiefs Association for its residential smoke detector installation program.
The program was started in 1986.
1989-90: The Fire Marshal's Office is reorganized to include 2 Assistant Fire Marshals.
Training moves from the Emergency Operations Division and combines with Planning and
Development to become the Training and Emergency Management Division.
The Bureau acquires the old Parkrose Water District Headquarters building, and begins to
develop it into the Training Center and new Parkrose Station 2.
1991: SE Water Avenue Station 7 is closed. The Fire Marshal's East Side office relocated
from SE 174th into the empty station to better serve the public.
The Fire Information and Communication Services Section is formed. This section consists
of Fire Alarm Dispatch, Fire Information Services, and the Computer-Aided Dispatch
Project.
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1992-93: In September, 1992, Parkrose Station 48 is closed. The personnel are moved to
the new Parkrose Station 2. Truck 40, which had been located at the Cully neighborhood
station, is relocated to the new Parkrose Station 2, becoming Truck 2.

A Fire Bureau' Arson Investigator attended the Connecticut State Police Academy and
returns with Oregon's first Accelerant Detecting Canine (Arson Dog). "Charlotte" is
trained to detect over ten flammable and combustible liquids at fire scenes.
The Bureau's Hazardous Materials team, located at Station 23 (13th & SE Powell), became
part of Oregon's Regional Hazardous Materials Response Team in 1993. The team is now
identified as Regional Response Team 6.
1993-94: February, 1994, Fire Alarm Dispatch closed. Fire Alarm Dispatch was the
communications center for all fire departments in Multnomah County. Dispatch duties
were civilianized, thus ending 100 years of uniformed personnel handling fire dispatch.
Currently civilian dispatchers at the Bureau of Emergency Communications (911) provide
dispatch for all fire departments in Multnomah County.

May 5, 1994, the first recruit class to use the new Parkrose Training Center is hired. This
recruit class consists of 9 members, including 1 female and 4 minorities. This is the first
group of recruits hired since August, 1990.

<'<

July, 1994: Orient Station 47 is returned to Fire District 10. The Multnomah County Fire
District 10 contract is not renewed. Gresham Fire Department takes over the facilities of
District 10. All personnel brought into the Portland Fire Bureau as a result of the earlier
merger with District 10 are retained by Portland.
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AS WE LOOK TO THE FUTURE
The Portland Fire Bureau has seen many changes in its 111 years. As Oregon struggles with
diminishing revenues due to property tax limitations and the City's loss of Federal Revenue
Sharing, the next ten years will undoubtedly bring increased demands on the Fire Bureau
to provide additional services with fewer resources.
The 1970's was called the decade of Emergency Medical Services. The 1980's was the
decade of Hazardous Materials. The 1990's appears to be the decade of specialized,
Technical Rescue/Emergency Response teams and Community Emergency Services. The
concept of Community Emergency Services goes beyond the mission of providing services
for the community to involve the citizens in the continued development of participation.
This is currently being developed through City-wide programs and the commitment of the
entire department.
The Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Services is continuing to diversify its
workforce to better reflect the population which it serves.
Some of the changes that are currently in transition or planned are:
• A new 800 MHZ Radio System and new radios will be in place soon to improve
communications
• A general computerization of the Bureau
.
• A Fire Information System (FlS) is under development
• Dispatching out of a new 911 Center using Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD)
• Automatic Vehicle Locators (AVL) are being installed
• Mobile Data Terminals (MDT) are now in use
• A Wide Area Network (WAN) will soon connect all the stations and offices
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BUREAU OF FIRE, RESCUE & EMERGENCY SERVICE
IN THE YEAR 2000
This is a futuristic vision of how 'the Fire Bureau should be in the year 2000, as seen
through the eyes of the Portland Fire Bureau today, 1994. Fire Chief Wall, Commissioner
Hales, the Strategic Plan Implementation Committee, the Stakeholder Committee and the
Portland Firefighters Union-Local 43 participated in creating this visionary pathway into the
next century.
PREVENTION BEGINS WITH COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Prevention programs will be most effective when established at the Neighborhood Fire
Station with citizens helping to create and implement programs aimed at reducing fire,
environmental damage, and community medical/health problems. The interaction of
neighbors and the station personnel introduces a new way of doing Fire Bureau business,
called Community Emergency Services (CES). This relationship enables the Fire Bureau
to diversify public safety benefits to school systems, businesses, and community
organizations. The goal of CES is to involve citizens and enable individual homes to be
safer from fire; To be organized and trained as Neighborhood Emergency Teams in every
neighborhood; To establish supplies to be stockpiled for use in case of an earthquake or
disaster. Finally, for every dwelling place to have operative smoke detectors and life safety
sprinkler systems. Consequently, loss of life and property due to fire and accidents in
Portland, Oregon will be consistently reduced each year.
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY MEDICAL RESPONSE MODEL
For every medical emergency in the community, a Portland Fire Bureau response unit will
arrive with certified paramedic staff. The model will appropriately triage each call for
service and dispatch the appropriate medical team. Fire Bureau personnel will treat those
seriously ill and/or injured and transport them to the nearest hospital. In many cases those
with minor illnesses and/or injuries will be treated in the field and provided with a
provisional medical release. This model will reduce the escalating cost of emergency health
care, reduce the over-crowded hospital emergency rooms and provide a basis for health care
reform with State and National implications. The Portland Community Emergency Medical
Response Model gives all citizens access to specific health care and education. Fire stations
will be neighborhood sites for immunizations, blood pressure tests, and counseling for health
care questions. Portland Fire Bureau paramedics will provide leadership in the community
for emergency medical service in the areas of public education, products and treatment.
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FIRE BUREAU WORKFORCE IS DIVERSE & PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED

The Portland Fire Bureau will be a reflection of the community it serves. Career
opportunities are, and will continue to be, openly extended to all regardless of race, religion,
national origin, age, gender or sexual orientation. In addition, the Fire Bureau continues
to extend extra efforts to attract, retain and encourage career advancement to those
identified as under-represented by the Bureau's Affirmative Action Plan. Training will
become more technically advanced and specialized to enable the Emergency Response
Teams to meet the variety of complex public safety service demands. Future community
development is likely to place additional requirements on the Fire Bureau services, due to
increased number of high-rise buildings, a more dense population, increase in cultural
diversity, a sensitive balance of environmental risks & prevention at the industrial site and
at the residential neighborhoods. In the year 2000, the Fire Bureau will benefit from highly .
developed support programs such as Officer and Career Development, Career Path
Guidelines, Corporate Wellness Program, Return to Duty Program, Pre-employment
Firefighter Trainee Program, Specialized Rescue Training (marine services, high angle
rescue, dive rescue, trench/confined space rescue, hazardous materials and Neighborhood
Emergency Teams). However, the competitionfor economic resources will require careful
planning and effective management decisions at the Bureau and Council level.
REGIONAL FIRE SERVICE COOPERATION

Under the leadership of the Portland Fire Bureau the regional communication and
dispatching service will be known for efficiency and effectiveness. The Portland community
will be engaged in regional cooperative fire service training, consolidated disaster
management, major incident response and planning. Through multi-agency cooperative
agreements regional fire service resources will be maximized and duplication of services
reduced to the point where this region will become a national model for effective customer
based public safety services.
CONCLUSION

Portland citizens will enjoy a safer city because of their opportunity to be directly involved
in creating and maintaining an emergency service system that responds to real needs and
adapts to the growth and changes of dynamic society..
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EXPLANATION of ACTION ITEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
In order to identify the Action Items quickly, for the purpose of evaluation and review, a
numbering system has been created that relates to two different planning documents. The
first number is the Strategic Action Plan Number directly followed by the Council Directed
Bureau Work Plan Number (in parenthesis). Each plan had to meet different numbering
criteria. Our goal was to create a method in which those responsible for reporting progress
would only have to file one form. By having two numbers, reports on each item can be
directed to the proper plan. This evaluation and review process is outlined on page 97.
At the top of the evaluation forms (Implementation Status Report) the numbers of the
Action Item and the Work Plan are listed.
The long version of these identification numbers is:
Strategic Action Plan ID starts with a letter which identifies the division responsible...
C = Chief's Office
E = Emergency Operations
P = Prevention
T = Training, Emergency Management and Planning
M = Management Services
followed by the year the action item was put into the Strategic Action Plan and a number,
listed by priority within each division.
ie: C94-01. = Chief's Office entered in 1994 - 1st priority
New action items included in the plan in the future will have a: new year and prioritization
number.
The Council Directed Bureau Workplan identification number, listed in parenthesis, is
BFRES = Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services
with the number following listed sequentially through the entire document, 1 to 85.
ie: (BFRES-1)
Both documents are in the same order and are very closely related. The Strategic Action
Plan includes items beyond the year of 1996 to the year 2000. The Strategic Action Plan
is distributed to all stations and divisions of the Bureau with documentation of progress
greatly detailed through the Implementation Status Reports. These reports will be updated
on a trimester basis. This update will simultaneously update the Council Directed Bureau
Workplan. Every Bureau has a Workplan, but not all Bureaus have a Strategic Action Plan.
. If you have any questions about this document or any of the Action Items, please call
Patty Rueter, Program Manager -Plans Implementation - 823-3809.
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CIDEF'S OFFICE
GOAL:

To provide leadership and coordination. that encourages Community-Fire Bureau
partnerships that result in City and Fire Bureau Mission and Goal accomplishments.
PRIORITY ITEMS FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96
As directed by Council, the Fire Bureau consolidated Fire Alarm Dispatch Operations
with the Bureau of Emergency Communications[From the 1986 Strategic Plan(86)]. Part
of the implementation directs the Fire Bureau to assist dispatch operations by providing
liaison personnel as needed. There have been numerous problems in the transition,
including staffing levels and advanced training of dispatch personnel. Therefore, the
Chiefs Office places a high priority on resolution of all operational problems in the
communications system in the interest of public safety.
C94-01. (BFRES-l) Review Current Management Structure of the Bureau
In concert with the organizational review, the Bureau will make decisions as to the
possible elimination of four sworn positions. One Deputy Chief position and three
Battalion Chief positions were highlighted in the FY 93-94 Budget Notes as receiving
one-time funding in FY 94-95. The Bureau will have to make decisions on the feasibility
of retaining any or all of those positions; determination has been postponed until the
Chief completes the review of the Bureau's current management structure.
Responsibility - Chiefs Office
Timeline - Fall 1994
C94-02. (BFRES-2) Market the Excellence of the Bureau to Council and Citizens; Provide
Better Understanding of Wide Range of Available Bureau Services
Inform the City Council and the customers of the Bureau to seek methodsfor improving
the delivery of services to meet the changing needs of the metropolitan area.
Responsibility - Chiefs Office
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
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C94-03. Promote Diversity in Hiring Opportunities and Within All Ranks
It is the Bureau's goal to reflect the community it serves through a diverse and welltrained workforce. The Chief's Office will hold all Divisions accountable for their
attitude and activities related to Diversity. Especially, the Chief's Office will hold
the Personnel Office accountable for its intensified recruitment program, which
includes extensive community outreach and an apprenticeship program targeting
women and minorities. These are two of the methods in which the Bureau will be
pro-actively diversifying its workforce. The Chief's Office will also promote the
increase of outreach activities to the non-English speaking populations through
translated literature concerning fire & life safety, as well as emergency preparedness.
Responsibility - Chief Wall
Timeline r: 1994-95
C94-04. (BFRES-3) Continue to Operate the Fire Bureau in a Cost Effective and
Efficient Manner
This is an ongoing effort. By the end of July, 1994, an organization review will be
complete. The review focussed on the organizational structure of the Bureau as
critical, operational issues. The final decision rests with the Fire Chief.
Responsibility - Executive Staff
Reference Document - Budget Notes
Timeframe - Ongoing
C94-05. (BFRES-4) Continue to Explore Regionalization of Fire Services
Cooperate with surrounding fire service providers to maximize resources and reduce
service duplication. Some examples are; Fire Station Location Study, Regional
Public Education, Consolidated Emergency Management, Joint Fire Training and
Specialized Rescue.
Responsibility - Chief's Office
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan, Budget Notes
Timeframe - Ongoing
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C94-06. (BFRES-5) Establish and Maintain Collaborative Relationships With All
Public Service Agencies
The Fire Chief's Office will provide the leadership necessary for all Fire Bureau
divisions and sections to establish and maintain excellent working relationships with
all City Bureaus. This style of cooperative service delivery is intended to be
extended to those agencies the Fire Bureau is in contact with; a few examples are
neighboring fire jurisdictions, citizens organizations, county, state and federal
agencies. Focused efforts will be placed in the following areas: non-emergency
response vehicles, communication equipment and services, insurance/risk
management services, facilities planning and emergency disaster preparedness.
Responsibility - Chief's Office
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
C94-07. (BFRES-6) Promote Shared Facilities Planning
The Chief's Office is providing the direction to the Fire Bureau to work with other
City Bureaus to establish opportunities for multi-bureau facilities to reduce costs and
improve service delivery to the citizens. Various services can be provided at one
location and this will make City services more customer oriented.
Responsibility - Chief's Office
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Fall 1994
C94-08. (BFRES-7) Be Responsive to Changing Demographics
According to projections" the City of Portland will be increasing in population,
density and diversity in the next five years. The Bureau must strategically place
itself in the best position to respond to the needs of the community.
Responsibility - Chief Wall
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
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FIRE BUREAU REVENUES
Revenues
_ Discretionary
.Other
-Permits
-SARA Title III
_Fees
DContracts
Discretionary
Other
Permits
SARA Title III
Fees
Contracts
By type of revenue

$55,064,057
$977,079
$635,000
$ 413,267
$178,500
$160,129

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS DIVISION
GOAL: To minimize suffering, loss of life and property from fires, hazardous materials,
medical and other emergencies through response programs.

PRESENT STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITIES:
The Emergency Operations Division(EOPS) is a structured organization designed for rapid,
efficient and effective response to emergencies. Clear lines of' authority, responsibility,
accountability and communication are reflected in this organizational structure. Staffing of
the Bureau is predicated on meeting it's responsibilities. EOPS productivity is measured by
how well it meets responsibilities within the parameters of the resources allocated to it.
Personnel in EOPS prepare and train for response to an unlimited variety of emergency and
non-emergency incidents in a timely manner. There areno routine responses. The success of
each response is dependent upon the staffing, training, equipment, expertise and dedication
of the Firefighters who serve the citizens of and visitors to the City of Portland.
The types of incidents to 'which the Bureau responds include, but are not limited to, hostile
fires of all types, medical incidents, aircraft emergencies, natural disasters, hazardous
materials incidents, emergencies resulting from civil disorders and support functions for
police actions.
In addition to the above general responsibilities, EOPS trains, equips and staffs several
specialized response teams. These specialized teams include High Angle Rescue, Trench
and Confined Space Rescue, Hazardous Materials Response, Dive-Water Rescue, SERT
Paramedics and Fireboat/Marine Response.
All members -have received varied degrees of training in the following areas:
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Civil Disorder Emergencies

High Angle Rope Rescue

Confined Space Rescue

High-Rise Building Fires

Dive / Water Rescue

Mass Casualty Medical

Fireboat / Marine Response

Radiological Emergencies

Flammable Liquid Storage Fires

SERT Paramedic

Forest Fire Firefighting

Shipboard Firefighting

Hazardous Materials Response

Trench Rescue
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PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD 1994-1996
E94-01.

(BFRES-8) Review Staffing Levels

A formal report will be completed that evaluates the Bureau's ability to support
minimum staffing levels as recommended by the City Council commissioned TRIDATA STUDY. ego (minimum of 4 firefighters dedicated to each Engine/Truck ).
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Theron Glover
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan, 86 Strategic Plan
Timeframe - Completed July 94
E94-02. (BFRES-9) Review Dispatch Transitional Staffing at the Emergency
Operations (911) Center
The Bureau will review the status of EOC personnel costs in the first, second,
and third trimester budgetary reports. Support for sworn personnel at the EOC is
not included in the budget, so the Bureau will request General Fund contingency
appropriations from Council.
Responsibility Reference Document Timeframe - Fall 1994
. E94-03. (BFRES-10) Provide Continued Training and Support for Specialized
Rescue Teams
Specialized Response Teams are mandated by State and Federal Agencies,
(eg.OSHA) and staffed to respond to the needs of our community. Examples of
these teams include; Hazardous Materials Response Team, Trench Rescue, Dive
Rescue, High-Angle Rescue, Marine/Rescue Response, and Confined Space
Rescue Teams.
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Theron Glover
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
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E94-04. (BFRES-11) Formalize a Program to Provide Fire Suppression Crews
With Prefire/Building Familiarization Plans for Multi-Family Apartment
Housing
This project will be an expansion of the existing pre-fire planning program
already in place. This project will focus on multi-family housing and the risks
associated with these occupancies. Additional focus will be addressed during
calendar year 1994. Suppression crews will have knowledge of floor plans for
multi-family dwellings prior to providing fire service.
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Jerry Ivie
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - Spring 1995
E94-05. (BFRES-12) Continue to Coordinate Resources for Natural Cover Fire
Fighting
This project will ensure proper maintenance of fire lanes at major natural cover
areas, working with other agencies as necessary. It will also ensure the continued
training on special tactics and logistics for wildland fire fighting. Related
activities will utilize available private resources such as aircraft and heavy
construction equipment.
Responsibility -Battalion Chief Ron Harris
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
E94-06. (BFRES-13) Review Forthcoming Equipment Inventories to Ensure that
Minimum Safety Standards are Met
Apparatus continually need to be replaced. New Bureau responsibilities and the
Specialized Response Teams often create demands for additional and, or new
types of equipment. In the case of replacement items, purchases come out of the
existing budget. In the event that new equipment needs are identified, they are
requested in the budget process. The Apparatus/Equipment Committee will
investigate equipment requests and forward recommendations to the Division
Chief EOPS for inclusion in future budgets. The Committee will ensure that
safety standards are met for all new and existing equipment.
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Rod Martin
. Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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E94-07. (BFRES-14) Encourage the Use of Technological Advances in Equipment
to Enhance Performance and Safety
Federal and State Regulations often require additional or upgrades of equipment.
The Equipment Committee receives and evaluates requests. The Bureau will
purchase items for testing by various Engine or Truck companies. These tests will
enable the Bureau to evaluate the equipment's effect on performance and safety
standards. The final requests are submitted to the Equipment Committee for
inclusion in the Bureau's Budget Requests,
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Rod Martin
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
E94-08. (BFRES-15) Create a Safety Culture Within the Portland Fire Bureau, as
well as Maximizing the Personal Protection Equipment Used by the
Personnel
Through dedication and accountability by all members, a "Safety Thinking
Culture" will be achieved. This will provide an inherently questioning attitude,
prevention of complacency, and a commitment to excellence, resulting in a selfregulating safety system.
Responsibility - Deputy Chief Rod Martin
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
E94-09. (BFRES-16) Develop a Plan for the Regionalization of Services
The Emergency Operations Division will continue its cooperative coordination of
Emergency related response services with surrounding agencies and other City
Bureaus.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98, Budget Notes
.
Timeframe - Ongoing
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SECTION
Education of the Public will be a coordinated effort between the Public Education
Office and the EMS Section of EOPS. In this document, the activity is listed in the
Prevention Division as the second priority in the Public Education Office.
P94-02. (BFRES-30) Educate Public on the Proper Use of Emergency Medical
Services
The public needs to use 9Il/EMS system for true emergency medical situations.
An awareness campaign such as "Make the Right Call" will be developed.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Spring 1995
E94-10. (BFRES-17) Develop a Specific Set of Performance Objectives
Regarding Emergency Medical Services
The Bureau will develop a Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) Program that
involves all aspects of EMS service delivery, Further, the Program will involve a
feed-back-loop, problem-solving methodology that is related to the EMS Training
Department.
.
The EMS Program Manager will assist with this process, but a CQI Coordinator
will be hired to manage the program on an on-going basis.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing/Spring 1995
E94-1 L (BFRES-18) Coordinate Efforts With Other Regional Health Care
Providers to Address Current and Coming Health Care Reform Trends
Determine policies for sending Emergency Medical Services (EMS) units to
specific target groups who use EMS services in lieu of a doctor. There is an
accent toward preventative health care, injury prevention, EMS, and mandated
health regulations.
Responsibility - EMS Coordinator Tom Steinman
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
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E94-12. (BFRES-19) Formulate a Plan to Ensure EMS Policies Directed by
Multnomah County are Communicated Uniformly to All Involved EMS
Staff
Coordinate with the Public Education Office to develop a program for the
outreach of information.
Responsibility - EMS Coordinator Tom Steinman
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - Ongoing
E94-13. (BFRES-20) Implement the New State Mandated Emergency Medical
Technician Certification Levels
Changes within the Fire Bureau are consistent with State mandated programs.
Effective in July 1995. The EMT certification designations will change as
follows:
PRESENT
EMT-D
PARAMEDIC

NEW DESIGNATION
EMTBASIC
PARAMEDIC

Responsibility - EMS Coordinator Tom Steinman
Timeframe - July 1995
E94-14. (BFRES-21) Respond to All Advanced Life Support Calls
The Bureau has determined that in order to' carry out its Mission, the Bureau will
respond to all EMS calls with an Advanced Life Support (ALS) engine company
that is staffed with a Paramedic and carries all of the ALS equipment necessary
to provide ALS assessment and treatment of patients until the arrival of a
transport unit.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
. Timeframe - Ongoing
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E94-15. (BFRES-22) Bid for Transport Services
The Bureau believes that it is in the best interest of the citizens served by the
Bureau to respond to, and submit, a bid for transport services for all 9-1-1 related
calls with Multnomah County. The Bureau will examine the County RFP and
take a recommendation to the City Council.
The EMS Program Manager will assist in this process.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Timeframe - Beginning in Summer 1994
E94-16. (BFRES-23) Develop EMS Training Program
Develop a program at the BLS and ALS level for Bureau Personnel. The
Bureau will hire two Training Officers to establish and run the Training Program.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Timeframe - Summer 1994
E94-17. (BFRES-24) Recruit and Hire Paramedics that will be cross trained as
Firefighters
The Bureau needs to hire Paramedics to achieve its goal of all ALS response.
The Bureau has determined that it is less expensive, and thereby a better use of
tax dollars, to hire trained Paramedics and cross-train them as Firefighters. In
order for the Bureau to achieve its goal of all ALS First Response and to bid for
the transport service contract, the Paramedics need to be hired as soon as
possible.
The hiring of Paramedics from the community will also assist the Bureau in
meeting affirmative action and diversity goals.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Timeframe -Fall 1994
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E94-18. (BFRES-25) Establish a Billing Process for Both Ambulance Transports
and Some Limited First Response
The Bureau can legally charge for ambulance services, but does not, due to an
historical practice. It is also legal in Oregon to charge for First Response, for
services rendered at motor vehicle accidents; some Fire Departments have
started to charge for this service.
There are available funds from third party payor sources, which will allow the
Bureau to increase service levels without increasing taxes. The City could
receive funds from these sources, but currently is not availing themselves of this
revenue source. The funds would assist the Bureau in providing services to the .
citizens.
.Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Program Manager III Tom Feely
Timeframe - Fall 1994
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COMMUNITY EMERGENCY SERVICES SECTION
The Neighborhood Fire Station is more than just a name. It is a fact. The personnel at
each station work at being good neighbors. To accomplish that, the personnel perform
various non-emergency activities within their community. Until now, those activities
were not recognized, administered, or supported by the Bureau's management.
Community Emergency Services (CES) is the name given to those activities as a formal
statement of commitment by the Bureau for the continuation and support of those
activities.
The emphasis of CES is on a partnership between the community served and the local
Fire Station. By utilizing the personnel and facilities at the Fire Station, the Bureau can
maximize its resources to work with the community to: develop programs that are
tailored to the needs of each community; and, to deliver City-wide programs of benefit
to all of the citizens.
CURRENT PROGRAMS
City-Wide
Trauma Intervention Program
Public CPR Classes
Juvenile Firesetters Intervention
Media College
Speakers Bureau
Specialized
Citizen Ride-A-Long Program
Smoke Detector Program
Neighborhood Newsletter Outreach
Neighborhood Emergency Team Program
Crime and Safety Street Program
Citizen Work Groups
Station Graffiti Kits
GOALS
To create a partnership with the community that fosters an interdependence and
emphasizes sharing the responsibility of making the City safer and more livable.
To develop Fire Station-based services and programs, in conjunction with the
communities served, that respond to the specific needs and priorities of the community
.
and the Fire Station.
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E94-19. (BFRES-26) Increase Community Involvement and Interaction
Community Emergency Services (CES) is an emerging program within the
Bureau that is designed to maximize our resources through greater citizen
interaction and enhanced community connectivity. It is a mix of our current
emergency services and station based, neighborhood projects and activities.
Currently Underway: Ride Along Program, Media College, Public CPR Classes,
Smoke Detector Program, Outreach Newsletter, Juvenile Firesetters Intervention,
Trauma Intervention Program, Neighborhood Emergency Teams, Crime and
Safety Streets Program, Speakers Bureau, CES Citizen Advisory Boards, Graffiti
Project Station Kits.
Through the use of Public Education and various station-based programs, the
Community Emergency Services Office will coordinate activities of the Bureau in
a way that encourages community partnerships. These partnerships help to meet
our mission and goals by developing a safer community where citizens are
prepared for emergencies and live in safe home environments.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
E94-20. (BFRES-27) Train Neighborhood Emergency Teams (NET); Groups
of Citizens to Assist During Disasters, in Self-Help Activities
The Pilot Phase is complete, with 86 citizens from 4 neighborhood associations
trained and certified to assist during disasters. Development of a training
curriculum, evaluation system and future workplan is in process, and the next
group of citizen training sessions will start in September.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study, Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Fall 1994/0ngoing
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E94-21. (BFRES-28) Identify Geographic Station Names
Neighborhood members identified a need to associate the station in their area
with their community by geographically naming them. So far, through the
Community Emergency Services Pilot Project, 3 stations have new names, Le.,
Station 14 on Killingsworth is the Alberta Park Station; Station 2 on 122nd is
Parkrose Station" 2; and Station 41 is Station 41 Serving Its Neighborhoods, with a
list of the neighborhoods on the sign.
Responsibility - Division Chief John Wilson
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE:
In a cooperative effort, Battalion Chiefs and Station Captains will work to enable
station personnel with decision making responsibilities to develop partnerships
with the Community.
Create Citizen First Workgroups to partner with CES outreach efforts in each
district.
The Facility Assessment and Stabilization Team Program (FAST) is in the
developmental stages, coordinated by Chief George Houston of Emergency
Management. This is a Pilot Program that is targeted for equipping businesses
with preparedness skills. Continue to work with the Bureau of Maintenance and
pilot facilities to create a FAST program to deliver to the business community.
COMPLETED ACTIONS:

* Implemented a 40-hour schedule for Deputy Chiefs as suggested by the TriData study. Decision Reversed as of May 6, 1994

* Create and propose a Patient Transport Plan as per Tri-Data, continuing
through E94-15
* Implement protocols to allow a two person Hazardous Materials
Response unit at Station #23
* Tested first Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET) pilot program
* Completed Community Emergency Services pilot program with stations 2, 14
and 41
.
* Established Citizens First committee to promote and refine CES programs and
~~

.

* Partnered with Local 43 on the publication of the "After the Fire Brochure"
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FIRE PREVENTION DIVISION
THEME:

A Safer City Through Community Partnerships
GOAL:

To reduce the frequency and severity of fire, medical and hazardous materials
emergencies through prevention, education, and enforcement programs.
VALUES:

To serve our customers in a professional and courteous manner. To seek willing
compliance for prevention with the public and the business community, and if that
fails, to have avenues of enforcement. To maintain positive relationships with
other Divisions of the Bureau, and other agencies. To strive for continuous
improvement in service and operations. To permit reasonable risk and support
innovation by employees and managers. To allow for mistakes. To honor
diversity. To seek results and focus on outcomes that lead to a safer community.
To regularly seek feedback from our customers regarding the quality.of our
services. To honor timelines.
STRATEGY STATEMENT:

The Prevention Division achieves its mission through four basic strategic
directions. First is the Research that must be done to determine how fires and
other emergencies occur. Any prevention strategy will be derived from this work
through our Investigations Unit and data gathering processes. The second
direction involves Engineering solutions to emergency problems which include
design features that reduce property loss and injuries. Examples include
automatic sprinklers, building compartmentalization and safety standards and
products. Third are the Enforcement activities which accompany any legislative
effort to reduce emergencies. Inspections for compliance of Fire Codes would be
an example of enforcement activity. Education is the fourth direction which helps
to move Portland .toward "safer city" status. Increasing the public awareness of
safety actions, and changing their behavior is the goal of education efforts that
help prevent emergencies and help people survive once they ~ccur.
PRIORITIES

The priorities of the entire Division are to: 1) Improve the data
base/computerization/ and technical advances as a method to increase
productivity (Identified through Continuous Improvement Process - CIP, P94-26);2) Define the customer and seek feed-back to create an evaluation system (CIP);
and 3) To improve the collaboration and comniunication between the Prevention
Division, other divisions (especially EOPS), other Bureaus and outside agencies
(CIP).
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OBJECTIVES:
To increase the public's awareness of prevention and survival skills; to bring
about documentable reductions in emergency incidents, deaths, injury and loss
rates in residential and other properties; and, to increase the partnership with
community groups in combatting the City's fire and injury problems.
. To review and provide consultation for all permit applications for new
construction and remodels for compliance with applicable fire and life safety
regulations. To serve the development community, design professionals,
contractors and business owners, and to maintain positive relationships with
Building Officials and other agencies. To assist the public with the permit
process.
To conduct systematic inspections of commercial occupancies to identify and
obtain corrections of fire hazards, and to allocate inspection resources to
occupancies that are determined to represent the highest degree of life,
environmental and/or property risk.
To conduct investigations of all fires of undetermined origin, explosions, large
loss fires, false alarms, fire deaths, serious injuries, and fires that are suspicious or
known to be incendiary; to suppress arson.
To focus efforts on those populations that face disproportionately high risk of
death due to fire. These groups include children, concentrations of low income
communities, some segments of the senior population, and the physically and
mentally challenged.
To strive for continuous improvement in customer service, efficiency,
productivity. accountability, and partnerships.

To annually evaluate the effectiveness of our prevention efforts by documenting
increases in safety awareness, reductions in risk and loss, and changes in
leveraged resources committed to a safer city.
To coordinate the dissemination of information concerning hazardous materials
and emergency planning for emergency operations, businesses and the public. To
inspect, regulate, review and coordinate with plans of storage handling and use of
hazardous materials in businesses insuring that they comply with proper
standards.
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COMPLETED ACTIONS:
Prepared a report to Council regarding the pilot project of Community
Emergency Services.
Improvedefficiency and accountability for the permit fee process.

J

Communications were improved through the use of cell phones.
A Disaster Preparedness Campaign (Quake-X 94) was created in coordination
with Training and Emergency Management and with cooperation of regional fire
service organizations. This included the distribution of 460,000 Red Cross "Before
Disaster Strikes" brochure, media and transit advertising, and Neighborhood
Emergency Team drills.
Fire Marshal 41 Process Outline includes the steps necessary to correct exiting
problems in older buildings where retrofitting sprinkler systems is an option.
Reconvened updating process for Policy Manual.
Established a Fire Prevention Advisory Board.
Created an office space, short-term recommendation in which Code Enforcement
activities are located in the same office.
Organizational structure and budget - .recommendation completed
To increase efficiency of inspections a Pre-Inspection Letter has been created to
inform businesses of the most common fire and life safety violations, so that
corrections can be made prior to inspection.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
OBJECTIVE:
To increase the public's awareness of prevention and survival skills; to bring
about documentable reductions in emergency incidents, deaths, injury and loss
rates in residential and other properties; and to increase the partnership with
community groups in combatting the City's fire and injury problems.
STRATEGY STATEMENT:
The Public Education Office, through education and outreach efforts, will strive
to instruct the public to prevent incidents and to care for themselves in minor and
major emergencies.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
Schools - Learn Not to Burn, Tender Loving Care - Think and Try, Summer
Parks Program, School Presentations, Deliver Educational Materials
Juvenile Firesetter Program - JFS Interviews, Project FIRESTOP, Social Service
Agencies
Business and Industry - Fire Extinguisher Training, Post Office/Military
Presentations, Social Service Agencies Presentations, Train the Trainer
Targeted Projects - Multi-media Campaign, Plan for Future Emergencies,
Develop PSA's, Neighbors West/NW, Smoke Detector Program, Data Base
for Senior Advocates, Regional coordination of messages
Public Information Officer (PIO) - PIO duties, Information for Company
Newsletters, Bureau Internal Newsletter, Holiday Messages, Suppression
Activities
Public Education Office as a team works to assist firefighters with their outreach
efforts
Supervisor - Speakers Bureau, Coordinate and Collect information from contact
forms, Criteria for Presentations, Coordinate efforts between sections of
the Prevention Division, Staff Support, Develop Fee for non-performance
Continue to Educate the Public in the Proper use of Fire Extinguishers.
PRIORITIES
The priorities of the Public Education Office are: to create public education
mission for the entire organization (CIP); create a "Train the Trainer" program
for citizen participation in public education efforts (CIP); provide evacuation
training for highrise occupancies (P94-04) and increase fire and injury prevention
education for populations that face disproportionately high risk of death and/or
injury (P94-01).
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE:
In order to:improve our service to the community the Public Education Office
will conduct the following:
Conduct needs assessment for community
Create public education mission for entire organization
. Create a "Train the Trainer" program for citizen participatsdueatpnbetforts
Develop a more proactive public information effort
Develop better coordination with other Divisions on their outreach efforts
Recruit volunteers for greater dissemination of services
PRIORmES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96
P94-01. (BFRES-29) Increase Fire and Injury Prevention Education for
Populations That Face Disproportionately High Risk of Death and/or
Injury
The Prevention Advisory Board, after studying statistics, recommended that the
targeted programs be: 1) An education campaign designed to get people to accept.
responsibility for their own safety; 2) Focus on smokers carelessness; and, 3)
focus on kitchen fires. These targeted efforts will be implemented before
targeting initial injury problems.
A. Target initial injury problems (TD) (SDP)
By researching the demographics of the population and correlating it with
the major medical incidents for the particular population, an educational
program can be developed to help targeted populations prevent the most
common injuries that they face.
B. Continue to improve public education materials/Public Service
Announcements. (TD) (SDP)
C. Add First Aid and Injury Prevention programs to high school curriculum.
(SDP)
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - 1995 Ongoing
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P94-02. (BFRES-30) Educate Public on the Proper Use of Emergency Medical
Services
The public needs to use 911/EMS system for true emergency medical situations.
An awareness campaign such as "Make the Right Call" will be developed. The
outcome will be reduced extraneous 911 calls.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
P94-03. (BFRES-31) Encourage Installation of Smoke Detectors.
Smoke detectors have proven to reduce injuries and property loss in the event of
fire because of early detection; therefore, quicker escape and suppression
response. The entire population needs tobe educated on the value, use and
maintenance of this life-saving household necessity. The Public Education
Officers will be evaluating the methods the Bureau uses to distribute and install
smoke detectors and batteries.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
P94-04. (BFRES-32) Continue to Provide Evacuation Training
First priority will be to coordinate an evacuation plan for each highrise utilizing
personnel from Public Education and Code Enforcement.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Timeframe - 1994-95
P94-05. (BFRES-33) Encourage the Business Community to Help Disseminate
Fire Safety Information to Their Employees
This is currently done. However, the Bureau will increase the distribution within
the next two years to reach more contacts in the business community.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
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P94-06. (BFRES-34) Expand Speakers Bureau
To expand educational contacts, sworn personnel are able to access information
regarding a variety of subjects such as wildland fire interface, new parenting first
aid, and home safety. The members of the Speakers' Bureau are called upon for
presentations when existing public education officers are unavailable.
.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
FF Todd Keathley
Timeframe - Ongoing
P94-07. (BFRES-35) Provide Education in Urban/Wildland Fire Interface
Including Instruction in Building Fuel Breaks Around Residential Structures
in Wooded Areas
Due to the increasing number of homes built in woodland settings, in: or near
forests, information regarding prevention is needed. This is an educational effort
that could be accomplished on a limited basis within the next two years.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1997-2000
P94-08.Provide Industrial Fire Response Training
Private fire crews in large companies will be trained to use on-site fire
suppression equipment, prior to the arrival of the Fire Bureau.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services :Plan
Timeframe - 2000
P94-09. Target Educational Efforts Toward Private Truckers and
Seasonal Users
Truckers who haul hazardous materials need to understand their.responsibilities
in case of an incident.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector Rich Butcher
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 2000
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PLANS REVIEW
OBJECTIVE:
To review and provide consultation for all permit applications for new
construction and remodels for compliance with applicable fire and life safety
regulations. To serve the development community, design professionals,
contractors and business owners and to maintain positive relationships with
building officials and other agencies. To assist the public with the permit process.
CURRENT ACTIVmES:
Currently, the Plans Review Section reviews and provides consultation on all
permit applications for Code compliance on new construction, remodels and land
use. The Inspectors conduct on-site inspections of sprinkler, standpipes and fire
hydrant (water supply) systems; alarm and detection systems; and fixed,
extinguishing systems for special hazards. Institutional, educational, and special
residences are inspected for safety against fire. This section is the public's
contact for code interpretation and they develop Codes to meet changing
technology regionally and nationally.
The Plans Review Section anticipates a greater involvement in the land use
approval process area as density increases and where wildlands interface the
urban setting. The need for fire suppression apparatus access to these areas as
well as independent home and business fire suppression systems has increased the
attention of Plans Review to this target population.
It is also important to educate contractors, architects, engineers and the public to
keep them updated on changing codes, technology and permit process so the
systems can be more efficient for all involved. This information also needs to
reach the Fire Bureau stations in computer updates of plans and summaries of
safety inspections of major occupancies.
Finally the permit process, because of the complexity of the Codes and the
continually changing construction industry, needs to include reviewers in the
finalization of the process. An agreement, signed by all parties involved in the
construction of the building, stating that the building meets the necessary
requirements must be obtained before receiving a Certificate of Occupancy.
PRIORITIES
The top priorities of the Plans Review Section are to prepare Fire Bureau
standard'design and specification guide for designers/contractors. To assign a
Project Manager to projects that have several fire protection systems to
coordinate all responses, to review the process for signing off on occupancy
permits, and coordinate distribution of Fire and Life Safety Summaries. (ALL
CIP).
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE
Improve relationships externally, ie:
Bureau of Buildings(BOB), Architects, Contractors and Public
Create a sign off sheet with BOB so customer and inspectors know status
of permit application
Create a computer tie with BOB for efficient processing of permit info
Set up educational process
Improve Code process
Improve coordination of permit process internally
Manage Public/Special Events, Plans Review, and Special Hazards through
one Supervisor
Decide on needs of staff regarding major projects
Update EOPS- on plans of significant properties
Coordinate with Code Enforcement to distribute Fire and Life Safety
Summaries
INTENDED ACTIONS TO IMPROVE COORDINATION OF PERMIT
PROCESS INTERNALLY:
Plans Examiners and Specialists should develop a Bid Book, notebook or
electronic, to be used for projects of complexity or multiple fire protection
systems. Examiners will record details of requirements, Specialist will detail
specifications/rulings quoted to the designers/contractors.
Prepare Fire Bureau standard design and specification guide for
designers/contractors. Guide would include typical rulings the Fire Bureau uses
where Codes and standards reference authority having jurisdiction.
A Project Manager should be assigned to projects that have several fire
protection systems to coordinate all responses. They would use other Plans
Examiners and Specialists as resources, but would coordinate all Fire Bureau
inspections and response to owners.
Explore and evaluate cross-training of Specialists and Plans Examiners with
"Systems Examiners." Cross-train and expand scope of Plans Examiners and
Specialists to be able to conduct basic review and inspections on all but
complicated or very specialized applications.
Review the process for signing off on occupancy permits, especially where several
Fire Inspectors are involved and coordination with Bureau of Buildings is
necessary.
Due to the complexity of Codes; continuous training is necessary internally and
externally.
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HAZARDOUSMATERMLSFUNCTION
Currently, coordination of the Hazardous Materials functions within the Bureau are
being reviewed. Besides the Inspectors in Prevention and the Regional Haz Mat Team
in Emergency Operations, the Coordinator in the TEM Division supervises incident
response and attends to legislative and function needs. The Prevention personnel
inspect, regulate and review plans of storage, handling and use of hazardous materials in
businesses ensuring that they comply with proper standards. Also in this section is the
maintenance of the Superfund Amendment Reauthorization Act (SARA) Title III
program.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES
Audit hazardous materials at site to verify report accuracy
Coordinate and train the Bureau of Emergency Communications regarding hazmat information for station response
Coordinate and Implement SARA Title III, Federal, State and Community Right
to Know Program which informs emergency responders and community about
HazMat risks
Coordinate and assist the Portland businesses in developing emergency plans
Coordinate with Water Bureau, Bureau of Emergency Services, Planning and
Zoning for plans review of new installation
Activities of the Haz Mat support personnel are coordinated through the Haz
Mat Coordinator
Continue to improve structure of Haz Mat possession fee
Recruit volunteers for Emergency Planning as related to SARA III issues
IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE
Coordinate HazMat activities within Bureau
Bureau of Buildings form to include special hazard permit information
Educate the public regarding emergency response to hazardous materials
incidents with the first priority being persons in the vicinity of businesses
using hazardous materials
Develop a process and resources to bring existing Haz Mat occupancies to
compliance
Improve documentation and tracking system to verify activities of SARA Title
'
III
programs and daily productivity system
Coordinate with Bureau of Buildings to insure inclusion of special HazMat sign
off line on permit form and on building notification of Certificate of
Occupancy
PRIORITIES
Coordinating the activities of Haz Mat within the Bureau is top priority
Continuing to coordinate and implement SARA Title III program, including
volunteer recruitment and auditing Haz Mat at site to verify report accuracy are
also top priorities of this function (ALL CIP).
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CODE ENFORCEMENT
OBJECTIVE:
To conduct systematic inspections of commercial occupancies to identify and
obtain corrections of fire hazards, and to allocate inspection resources to
occupancies thatare determined to represent the highest degree of life and/or
property risk.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
Routine, regular, prioritized inspections are the primary currrent activity of the
Code Enforcement Section. About 6,000 of these "Priority One" (P-l) Inspections
are completed each year. "Special Inspections," those originating from complaints
or referrals, are the second highest current activity. Approximately 4,500 special
inspections are performed annually. Additionally, the Code Enforcement Section
is developing several new programs while conducting normal operations. Most
prominent among these are:
Pre-Inspection Program - Letters mailed in advance of a regular inspection
informing property managers of common Code violations.
Self-Inspection Program - A "Self-Inspection" form is provided to property
managers who "self-inspect" their facilities from the list provided.
Both programs are designed to encourage private sector efforts in fire prevention
, which will aid the Prevention Division efforts.
Currently, the Public/Special Events Inspector permits and inspects for
compliance with requirements of life and safety codes. This includes all event's
with 500 or more people indoors or outdoors where people are confined by
fences, walls or similar structures. They inspect all events using pyrotechnics
(special effects at events which are flammable and explosive materials),
coordinate movie industry use of fire suppression equipment, coordinate VIP
security working with Secret Service, nightclubs and events for overcrowding, and
coordinate with Police regarding special events. Continuing to target problem
promoters of special events will also help prevent hazards to participants.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE:
In order for the Code Enforcement Section to reach their goal, they will include
the following improvements:
Code Enforcement
Streamline daily productivity reports
Improve prioritization of inspection activities and district management
Improvement of the Inspection process through computerization
Implement Pre-Inspection Program
Advocate for additional resources to inspect Priority - 1's and Priority - 2's
Public/Special Events
Increase training in special effects
Increase cost recovery to 80-100% through permit process
School and Institutions
Access to computer records from the field
Training in specialized inspections
Regular meeting with customers for feedback
Improve communications between all field inspectors and plans reviewers
PRIORITIES
The most important actions to be taken are: 1) to improve the inspection process
through computerization, specifically including productivity report revision (CIP);
2) improve the inspection prioritization system (CIP); and, 3) inspect all priority
one occupancies annually (P94-1O).

(
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PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96
P94-10. (BFRES-36) Inspect All Priority 1 Occupancies Annually
To inspect all Priority 1 occupancies annually additional inspectors are needed.
Priority I occupancies are those occupancies where large numbers of people eat,
sleep, gather, and there are fire prevention target hazards. Such occupancies are
restaurants, nightclubs, and hotels and motels, to name a few.: We are currently
able to inspect Priority I occupancies on a two to three-year cycle. A budget
request has been submitted for hiring 8 additional Inspectors to meet this goal.
Until more inspectors are hired or an alternative method settled upon, this goal
will not be met.
An alternative method of reaching the goal is to implement the Self-Inspection
Program with selected business. This is a method that has undergone a second
phase of testing. 2,600 copies of the self-inspection form were mailed out to the
same businesses as the first test. We designed and simplified the form and over
860 have been returned. We are currently scheduling spot checks on randomly
selected participants, to determine if there is any long term educational value in
this program. The number of returned surveys over the past two years indicates
that an annual survey to business owners can be an effective reminder to practice
fire safety. This is a voluntary Fire Code compliance program whereby building
owners or managers do their own walk-through inspection, complete a basic Code
compliance questionnaire and return it to the Bureau. The aim of the pilot
program is to increase Code compliance and awareness of prevention issues in
occupancies that otherwise may not be regularly inspected, or at least inspected
infrequently.
The Code Enforcement Section will continue to inspect multi-family dwellings,
and screen for housing violations, as well. We are beginning to experience some
favorable loss statistics as a result. We will need to have further conversations
with the Bureau of Buildings regarding this issue in the next year.
Responsibility - Assistant Fire Marshal Jim Rice
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - 1996
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P94-11. (BFRES-37) Inspect All Priority II Occupancies Every 3 Years
Priority II occupancies are smaller businesses and apartments that do not have
inside corridors. This will require either additional Inspectors, or an Engine
Company Inspection program. This is currently being reviewed by the
Management Team.
This, again, is an issue of enough staff to meet the goal. One method that is being
researched to is to train and use Company Officers for inspections. With over
33,000 buildings to inspect in the greater Portland area, more inspectors are
needed to achieve greater coverage.
Responsibility - Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - 1996
P94-12. (BFRES-38) Increase Revenue Generation and Decrease Enforcement
Steps by Raising Fines, Fees or Charges
The reinspection process impacts the amount of time available to do regular
inspections. It is believed that time saved in the reinspection process will be
utilized for P-1 regular inspections. The institution of fine or fees in excess of
current reinspection fees could speed the reinspection process.
Consider further charges and/or fines for violations
Raise the fees for inspections. (TD) (SDP)
Responsibility - Senior Engineer Jim Schwager
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1995
P94-13. (BFRES-39) Streamline Daily Productivity Reports
Through modifications of the "Safety Inspection" computer information basis
eliminate duplicate record keeping and reduce the amount of paperwork required
to track each units productivity.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector John Deer
Timeframe - January 1995

\
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P94-14. (BFRES-40) Develop Cost Savings from More Stringent Codes
Analyze the cost savings to fire suppression and reduction in property loss as a
result of more stringent Codes, such as sprinklerization.
Responsibility- Assistant Fire Marshal Jim Rice
Reference Document - Tri Data Study, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1994-96
P94-15. (BFRES-41) Enforce Floating Structure Codes
Typical floating structures are docks, boat houses and floating homes.
Responsibility - Harbormaster Russ Sill
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
P94-16. (BFRES-42) Inform the Public of Change in Inspection Policy
This will be accomplished within the next year. It involves a pilot test of the preinspection letter, and advertising the fact that our emphasis is on correcting
hazards before we arrive to conduct an inspection. Public Education Office will
assist.
Responsibility - Senior Inspector John Deer
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - 1995
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PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1997-2000
P94-17. Decide a Course of Action for Improving Building Codes
This is currently being done as part of our regular involvement in the Code
process.
Responsibility - Senior Engineer Jim Schwager .
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study, Service Delivery Plan,
.
Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
P94-18. Perform Spot Inspections of Docks, Ships, and Repair Operations
This is currently done under the new Floating Structures Code. However, the
activity is limited by the number of inspection personnel, and penalties are not
great. The statistical history with fires in this area relegate it to a lower level
priority.
Responsibility - Harbormaster Russ Sill
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 2000
P94-19. Educate Ship Repair Workers and Contractors on Fire Hazard Prevention
and Response Activities
This could be accomplished on a limited basis within the next two years.
Responsibility - Harbormaster Russ Sill
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
P94-20. Perform More Night Inspections for Shipyards
This could be accomplished within two years with a reallocation of existing
resources. However, other inspection priorities (e.g., public assembly
occupancies) are a higher priority for night inspection activity.
Responsibility - Harbormaster Russ Sill,Chief Investigator Captain Barrett
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 2000
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INVESTIGATIONS
OBJECTIVE:
To conduct investigations of all fires of undetermined origin, explosions, large
loss fires, false alarms, fire deaths, serious injuries, and fires that are suspicious or
known to be incendiary; to suppress arson. To research the cause of fires to aid in
the development of prevention. programs.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
The Investigations Section conducts investigations of all fires of undetermined
origin, explosions, large loss fires (greater alarms), false alarms, fire deaths,
serious injuries, and fires that are suspicious or known to be incendiary. The
Investigations Section also conducts internal investigations relating to disciplinary
matters and complaints from citizens, investigations relating to accidents that
involve Bureau employees, and performs inspections of assembly occupancies at
night.
P94-21. (BFRES-43) Investigate Alternatives for Conducting Arson Investigations
The Arson Squad is a designated law enforcement unit of the City of Portland in
cooperation with the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services
and the Portland Police Department. Investigators are cross-trained State
Certified Police Officers and Fire Arson Investigators. As Investigators, they
have specialized training in medical, haz-mat and fire and life safety which makes
them valuable in major emergencies.
The fact that all fires will be aggressively investigated and arson cases prosecuted
has been a large deterrent to arson insurance and fraud.
A study completed in June of 1994, in which Portland's Arson Squad was one of
thirteen participants, concluded that the operational structure currently used by
Portland is the preferred method. This includes 24-hour coverage by two crosstrained Investigators with a day shift Investigator and Police Detective to follow
through on cases. In cooperation with the Federal Government, Portland also has
an accelerant detecting dog that allows for expedient discovery of fire causes.
A year long analysis of alternatives for conducting arson investigations has been
completed as of July of 1994.
NOTE: The Investigation Section will continue to research alternatives for conducting
arson investigations as a part of their continuous improvement process.
Responsibility - Chief Investigator Captain Barrett
Reference Document - Budget Notes
Timeframe - July 94
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IMPROVEMENTS TO SERVICE
In order to provide the best service possible for the citizens of Portland, the
Investigations Section will continue to improve through the following objectives:
Maintain the proper resources for adequate primary follow-up investigations.
Utilize a .systematic approach in handling resources for investigation activities Increase accountability for completion of projects and completion of cases.
Reduce length of time between incident and filing of initial incident and
filing of initial incident report.
Improve consistency of arson incident reports.
Develop an incident rrianagement plan for significant fires.
Identify specific inspection categories most appropriate for assignment to
investigations.
Establish a level of professionalism in the unit through development of its
personnel
Establish systematic flow of case status information between investigators.
Establish a systematic program for training at two levels; entry and
advanced.
Encourage and increase participation in complementary organizations.
Examine an intermediate supervisory position on each shift to assume
some of
the management responsibilities.
Develop job descriptions specific to the Investigations Unit
Establish a relationship with the District Attorney's Office, in order to enhance
the criminal investigation process and the conviction rate of
arsonists Assist DA's office in developing info, skills and knowledge for effective
prosecution of arson cases.
Work with the Public Education Unit in raising the awareness level of the public
about the arson problem; and how it can be reduced Develop and implement a policy for handling of school fires in cooperation
with the Juvenile Justice System
Develop and implement a training program for company officers.
Increase outreach efforts to business and community groups.
Work cooperatively with the Public Education Office and the Juvenile Justice
System to combat the Juvenile Firesetting problem Develop and implement a policy for handling of school fires
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· PRIORITIES
The continuation of examining the alternatives for arson investigations will be a
high priority (P94-21), and, continuing to establish a level of professionalism in
the unit, utilizing a systematic approach in handling resources for investigation
activities and developing and implementing a policy for handling school fires in
cooperation with" the Juvenile Justice System (ALL eIP).
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ADMINISTRATION

OBJECTIVES:

To focus efforts on those populations that face disproportionately high risk of
death due to fire. These groups include children, concentrations of low income
communities, some segments of the senior citizen population, and the physically
and mentally challenged.
To strive for continuous improvement in customer service, efficiency,
productivity, partnerships and accountability.
To annually evaluate the effectiveness of our prevention efforts by documenting
changes in safety awareness, reductions in risk and loss, and changes in leveraged
resources committed to a safer city.
. ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT STAFF

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:
Reception duties for the Bureau
Word Processing for Prevention, Management Services Division, Community
Emergency Services and the Deputy Chiefs of Emergency Operations.
Tracking reinspection fee process for billing and collection purposes.
Issue permits for sprinklers, storage tanks, fire extinguishers, vending, and
calculate and collect fees. Data Entry and filing of inspection records and
permits.
Provide underground storage tank research for the public as well as other
government agencies.
Order, organize and maintain supplies.
Sort mail for the Bureau
Promote and Utilize "Tickler File" to aid Inspectors in scheduling long-term
reinspections.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE:
We strive to provide quality service to the public, Bureau personnel, and other
requesting agencies in a professional and courteous manner. We will improve our
service by being, first and foremost, flexible to the changes of the Bureau. We
will have more accountability for deadlines and aim to be better informed
regarding Bureau and Division activities.
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In order to do so we will upgrade our office and its technology relative to the rest
of the Bureau, which will include replacing the Local Area Network (LAN)
printer and upgrading the office computers. We will improve our reception area,
so that it will be more accessible to the public. We will seek customer feedback
to insure that needs are being met by those we serve.

ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT
This is a list of continuous improvement ideas developed by Prevention Steering
Committee members from which action items will be drawn from as other action items
are completed.
IMPROVEMENTS IN SERVICE:
Create new management culture - where innovation is rewarded and mistakes are
allowed
Improved communication with employees
Improve management of complaints
Address turnover of newer personnel in the Inspection function
Improve role of employees in decision making
Improve flexibility in budget management (i.e., ability to reorganize to meet new
priorities)
Improve the "back-log" of work to be completed
Improve communications throughout the division, including understanding of less,
well known functions (Le., public educations and support)
One office location for all personnel
Establish a commitment to increase quality of all activities
Improve follow-through by Management of Division
Establish reward system for employees and teams that include: Peer review, and
recognition for customer service, teamwork, and productivity improvement
Re-evaluate performance measurements, including supervisory
Improved training, including management training and specialized functions
Improve collaboration and communication between Suppression and Prevention
Examine Specialist pay issue
Maintain emphasis on customer service
Define customer and seek their feedback regarding service
Fire Permit Center in one location
Examine regionalized services for Prevention
Continue comparisons with other jurisdictions through the Fellowship Project
Improve collaboration and cooperation with related agencies (e.g. BOB, DA's
Office, Police, etc.)
Support efforts for diversity and cultural competence
Improve involvement in Code process
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Improved data base and information management system (i.e., better information
regarding inspection files, hazardous materials occupancies, and Bureau of
buildings)
Dedicated computer programmer
Improve use of data in decision making, including a redesign of the basic
incident report
Improve ability to scan for technological changes that affect Prevention
efforts
Expand Prevention role to include injury control
PRIORITIES
Administration holds as its priorities: 1) to explore and identify funding sources
for sprinklerization (P94-22); 2) improve training, including management training
(P94-27 & 28,CIP); 3) to address the turnover of newer personnel (CIP); 4) to
support efforts for diversity (CIP); 5) support the Fellowship Project.
PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96
P94-22. (BFRES-44) Explore and Identify Funding Sources for Sprinklerization
There are some possibilities through the sale of bonds and other mechanisms, to
provide financial incentives to install sprinkler systems. This has been explored ill
the past, but has not been fully developed. One example is the elimination of
stand-by fees associated with sprinkler systems.
Responsibility - Senior Engineer Jim Schwager, Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Reference Document - Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan,
Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - 1996
P94-23. (BFRES-45) Explore the Possibility of Using Both Uniformed and
Civilian Personnel as Non-Emergency Personnel
Our current practice is using sworn personnel in the Prevention Division, thus
providing back-up for the line fire fighters in case of greater alarms. However, if
diversity is a priority for the Bureau, this is one area we will examine more
closely, working with the Chief's Office and Personnel.
Responsibility - Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - 1994
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P94-24. (BFRES-46) Investigate the Port of Portland (Port Authority) Funding
for an Inspector Position
In order to perform spot inspections of docks, ships, and repair operations, an
inspector is needed to inspect the over 1,000 ships that dock on the Willamette
every year. Currently, there is not a Marine Inspector. Noticeable hazards can
be identified which could cause disease and fire hazards from the incoming
vessels. Most large port cities in the nation receive preventative and suppression
protection from the fire service in their area, which is paid for by the Port
Authority. Portland is one of the few cities that does not receive funding from its
Port Authority.
Responsibility - Harbormaster Russ Sill
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - 1996
P94-25. (BFRES-47) Educate the Public and Business Community on
Costs/Benefits of Sprinklerization
Sprinklered buildings have a record of having less fire and life loss than those
that are not. This is an ongoing process which will receive renewed emphasis in
the next years. This task will be accomplished with existing resources. Everyone
in the Prevention Division educates the public on the costs/benefits of
sprinklerization.
Responsibility - Senior Engineer Jim Schwager
Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - Ongoing
P94-26. (BFRES-48) Encourage the Use of Technological Advances in Equipment
The Prevention Division is currently evaluating several technological advances
which could improve operations. Examples include greater use of cellular phones
and lap-top computer technology to improve inspection capabilities.
Responsibility - Computer Tech Specialist Inspector John Drake
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan, Strategic Directions 98,
Timeframe - Ongoing
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P94-27. (BFRES-49) Add Fire Prevention to Management Training
Portland provides good support for its fire prevention activities, due in part, to
the level of understanding its leadership has for prevention issues. At the
direction of the Emergency Operations Deputy Chief, new officers will be
spending more time acclimating themselves to the Prevention Division. We will
need to look at additional measures in the next year. This is a cooperative effort
between Training and Prevention. [see T94-08 (BFRES-59)]
Responsibility - Training Coordinator Inspector Chris Payne
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - Ongoing
P94-28. (BFRES-50) Train Recruits in Prevention Activities
We are proposing a recruit training program to the Administration this year.
Implementation will depend on its acceptance and provision of the necessary
resources to accomplish the task. It will probably be accomplished with the next
hiring of recruits sometime this fall. This priority level could change if an Engine
Company Inspection program is implemented.
Responsibility - Training Coordinator Inspector Chris Payne
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - Fall 1994
P94-29. Institute a Fine or Warning for Negligent or Dangerous Acts that
Endanger Life from Fire
This item has been discussed with the Bureau Advisory Committee. The
Prevention Advisory Board has concluded that no fines should be given before
education efforts accentuate self responsibility. After this campaign is analyzed
consideration will be given to the next steps which might be fines for negligence.
Responsibility - Acting Fire Marshal Jim Crawford
Reference Document - Tri-Data
Timeframe - 1997 - 2000
P94-30. (BFRES-51) Promote Installation of Fire Detection and/or Suppression
Systems in Most, or All, Buildings to Make Them More Self-Sufficient for
Fire Protection
.
Responsibility - Senior Engineer Jim Schwager
Timeframe - Ongoing
f
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TRAINING, EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
GOAL:

To ensure preparedness through training, disaster planning and emergency
management programs, and to provide all divisions with a high level of
planning information and activities.
PRESENT STRUCTURE & ACTMTIES

The Training Section provides staff support in a wide variety of areas. The mission of
this section is to ensure that the Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency
Services' personnel receive quality materials and instruction that allows them to maintain
skills and capabilities to safely support the citizens of Portland.
The Portland Office of Emergency Management, a Section of Training and Emergency
Management, has been tasked with City-wide disaster planning since 1987. This past
year has been marked by special attention to preparing for those emergencies that
impact the entire region, such as earthquakes. The Portland Office of Emergency
Management has revised and updated the plans to reflect concern for regional
coordination regarding mitigation, preparedness, and recovery from disasters as well as
response. The focus has been to educate the general public and coordinate with the
City, and business and industry, to develop applicable emergency plans. The Bureau and
community members are becoming more prepared for a major emergency through their
concerted effort in developing Neighborhood Emergency Teams (NET).
This section also administers the "After the Fire Program." A letter of concern, due to
injury suffered and/or loss due to fire, is mailed to the property owner or resident living
on the premises. A survey regarding the actions of Fire Bureau personnel in handling
the fire is included, with a stamped self-addressed envelope back to the Fire Bureau.
The comments, concerns and feelings of the citizens we serve are of the utmost
importance to us.
The Planning Section has the task of assisting all divisions in the preparation of Bureau
statistics. These functions include involvement in various surveys, record-keeping, and
the preparation of Bureau publications. The Planning Section also includes liaison with
the Bureau of Traffic Management regarding the planning of City streets, control of
traffic routing, speed on City streets and the resulting coordination with Fire Companies
on these issues. The Planning Section also facilitates the development, coordination and
maintenance of the Strategic Action Plan.
The main function of Portland Fire BureauTelevlslon Services is to provide Firefighters
with training and continuous education. Via closed circuit cable system, the three person
staff broadcasts to the fire stations live call-in programs, taped field productions, and
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productions, and syndicated programs, on a daily basis. Content includes medical
training, hazardous materials updates, and instruction on new equipment and procedures.
One of the most popular shows is Chief's Corner, in which on-duty Firefighters can
actually call the television station and talk to the Chief of the Bureau on the air. TV
Services also video tapes significant fires and other incidents to help investigation
efforts, and provide visuals for strategy debriefings. Finally, TV Services is crucial to
the Fire Bureau's community outreach plan. The staff writes and produces emergency
preparedness programs for general broadcast and distribution, and has produced printed
materials as well.
The Fire Bureau's Hazardous Materials Program has grown significantly over the past
few years as a result of increased awareness by the public, increased use of hazardous
substances by industry and increased compliance efforts to meet the ever-expanding
State and Federal regulations associated with many aspects of hazardous materials.
Tracking the storage and use of hazardous materials within the City through the SARA
Title III program, as well as future planning, are on-going tasks. The Fire Bureau's
Hazardous Materials Team not only provides service to the City, but also provides
service regionally as a State Regional Hazardous Materials Team.
.
COMPLETED ACTIONS
Located the City's new Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in the new 911
Center at 9911 SE Bush. It is planned to be operational by January 1995.
Responsibility - Captain Glen Eisner
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PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96

TRAINING SECTION

T94-01. (BFRES-S2) Develop a New Management Training Curriculum
Develop a list of topics that should be part of training for entry-level
supervisors. Explore other programs that have already been developed and adapt
them to the Portland Fire Bureau system. Develop a curriculum to offer to all
eligible candidates on the promotional lists. Explore the developed course in
Management Training that has been prepared by the National Fire Academy.
Send training personnel to investigate other department's programs and see what
has been effective for these departments. Timeframe to start September 1994.
Exploring possible outside providers for Chief Officers.
Responsibility - Chief Walt Arnold
Resource Document - Tri-Data Study, Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Winter 1994

T94-02. (BFRES-S3) Mandate More Training for Chief Officers
Encourage attendance in National Fire Academy courses (provide paid
educational leave to attend courses). Evaluate leadership/management courses
that have been prepared by the National Fire Academy and use these courses to
train our personnel. Encourage attendance at Metro Fire Chiefs' Conference,
Western Fire Chiefs' Conference and management seminars (publish memo to
announce Degree program far in advance of date). Develop a program involving
outside agencies to 'teach classes in such topics as: work place ethics, personal
relationships, leadership skills. Develop a program to make it possible to achieve
a Bachelor's Degree in Business/Fire Administration utilizing the Training Center
large classroom. Work with Civil Service to recognize training when promotional
exams are administered.
Responsibility - Chief Walt Arnold
Timeframe - Ongoing
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1'94-03. (BFRES-54) Ensure Hazardous Materials Training at a Level That Meets
Minimum Standards
Annual training provided by Haz-Mat Coordinator to insure minimum standards
for all Fire Department members and including Specialized training relative to
hazards specific to Portland. Ensure that all personnel are informed of any new
standards that we must use at Haz-Mat incidents. These concerns are currently
and will continue to be addressed, during the annual Haz-Mat recertification
program.
Responsibility - Haz-Mat Coordinator Bill Henle
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
1'94-04. (BFRES-55) Continue Personnel Safety/Training for Suppression
All Training modules will continue to have one section devoted to safety issues,
directed to the particular activity involved.
A Safety Training Module is being developed. This deals strictly with firefighting
safety during non-fire emergencies. This includes a classroom presentation and
skills training provided by Portland Police Bureau. Final action requires approval
by Fire Bureau Executive Staff. With that approval, program delivery will begin
in the fall of 1994.
Responsibility - Chief Walt Arnold
Resource Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Spring 1995

1'94-05. (BFRES-56) Continue to Support Trauma Intervention Program
This program has been highly successful. New training of volunteers to
occur in 1994 with expansion of program intended to extend to greater
metropolitan area.
Responsibility - Chief Walt Arnold
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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T94-06. (BFRES-S7) Keep Employee Training Records up to Date Regardless of
Which Division Provided Training
The Board of Public Safety Standards and Training records are currently being
entered in the computer at all levels. Records are being down-loaded to a main
file that is kept at Information Services. Instruct Training Lieutenants to have a
refresher training session at respective stations dealing with training records and
also to all sections (Logistics, BOEC, Battalion Headquarters and Prevention
Division). Assign a non-sworn person to keep records for all non-sworn
personnel. Teach this individual how to enter training records into the computer.
New tracking system for personnel will be functioning by January, 1995.
Responsibility - Clerical Specialist Lisa Jacobson
Staff Lieutenant Mark Sass
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - January 1995
T94-07. (BFRES-SS) Network With Federal and State Agencies Who Have
Responsibility for Fighting Fires for Purposes of Training and Coordination
The Bureau is currently and will 'continue, joint training with State and Federal
agencies addressing the urban/wildland fire fighting interface. This includes
wildland firefighting skills, taught by Federal and State Foresters to local fire
departments and Bureau personnel, providing structural firefighting and breathing
apparatus training to Federal and State Foresters.
Responsibility - Staff Lieutenant Mark Sass
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
T94-0S. (BFRES-49) Add Fire Prevention to Management Training
Deliver a 1-4 hour training session for Chiefs Briefing. Work with
Prevention Division to insure that Training is aware of changes to fire
prevention issues. To start in 1994. [See P94-27 (BFRES-49)]
Responsibility- Training Captain Tony Anderegg
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - 1994/0ngoing
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1'94-09. (BFRES-S9) Provide CPR/1st Aid Classes
Provide CPR classes for citizens on a quarterly basis.
Responsibility - Training Captain Tony Anderegg
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services
Timeframe - Ongoing

1'94-10. (BFRES-SO) Train Recruits in Prevention
Planning for this project has been completed and has been addressed at two
levels. During the Academy phase of recruit training, recruits will be given an
overview of the Prevention Division and its interaction with Emergency
Operations. More in-depth prevention practices will be added to the syllabus at a
later date. Prevention will provide instructor and training format for this effort.
Responsibility - Chief Walt Arnold
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - Ongoing
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SECTION
T94-11. (BFRES-60) Conduct Emergency Management Training for Elected
.
Officials and Key Management Personnel
In conjunction with City Emergency Management (EM) Training Officer, develop
work plan for City Emergency Management Training. Enlist support from top
elected/appointed officials. Develop/present EM Training Work Plan to each
Bureau; get Bureau support. Train identified Bureau members in EM subjects;
Evaluate/re-prioritize training. Sustain momentum in a continued, on-going, and
proactive EM Training Program. The development of this program has begun and
will be ongoing. The· effectiveness of this action depends totally on the interest
and participation of City officials. Key City management personnel are receiving
training currently.
Responsibility - Division Chief George Houston
Reference Document - 86 Strategic Plan, Tri-Data Study,
Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeline - Ongoing

T94-12. (BFRES-61) Conduct Annual Training Exercises in Emergency
Preparedness. Conduct Quarterly Table Top Exercises
In conjunction with EM Exercise Officer implement the work plan for City EM
exercise, design, evaluation and coordination. Enlist support from top elected
officials. Develop/implement Bureau specific exercise programs to include
Orientation, Drill, Table Top, Functional and Full Scale Exercises. Evaluate
exercises and compile recommendations for plans and training modifications to
cover short fall areas uncovered in the exercises. Evaluate/reprioritize Exercise
Program. Sustain momentum in a continued, ongoing and pro-active EM Exercise
Program.
Responsibility - Division Chief George Houston
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeline - Ongoing
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1'94-13. (BFRES-62) Encourage Design Solutions to Mitigate Hazards
Encourage Engineering and Architectural Departments of universities and
colleges to actively participate in emergency preparedness design classes, by
integrating design solutions into their curriculum. This is sponsored by the
.Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), to mitigate hazards
(emergency management and Hazardous Materials)
Responsibility - Division Chief George Houston
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeline - Ongoing
1'94-14. (BFRES-63) Revise the Basic Emergency Services Plan
Also known as Emergency Operations Plan. The Basic Emergency Services Plan
is required by City Code [15.12.02014] to be reviewed annually with
recommendations for annex revisions forwarded to the City Council. Annexes are
revised under two general criteria based on need; (a) revised annually [example
Annex 21 - Snow & Ice Plan, Annex 25 - Forested and Rural Areas Fire
Protection Plan], (b) revised as information or procedures become dated and need
replacement [example Annex 13, Emergency Telephone List]. Annex revisions
are built directly into Comprehensive Cooperative Agreement between the
Federal Emergency Management and the Portland Office of Emergency
Management, completed for 1993.
Responsibility - Division Chief George Houston
Reference Document - Tri-Data Study
Timeframe - Annual
1'94-15. (BFRES-64) Develop a Plan for Regionalization of Emergency
Management
Regionalization to be accomplished in two ways: (a) Develop a pro-active attitude
toward Emergency Management, both inside and outside of the City; and, (b)
Recommend adoption by City Ordinance the "Regional Emergency Management
Work Plan," developed mid-1993 by the Regional Planning Group (group of local
Emergency Managers). Plan has been completed. Ordinance passed Council, is
in place and will be reviewed annually.
Responsibility - Division Chief George Houston
Reference Document - Budget Notes, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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T94-16. (BFRES-65) Coordinate with Office of Transportation to Better Manage
Traffic Through Traffic Control Devices
The Executive Staff is considering a Traffic Management Policy to ensure a
coordinated effort between the Fire Bureau's primary response routes maintaining
the fastest emergency access and the Bureau of Traffic Managements need to
slow traffic through neighborhoods. They will encourage installation of Opticom
(signal preempt devices), for new signals in conjunction with Neighborhood
Traffic Management Programs. This will enable a faster Fire Bureau emergency
response. Also, they will promote speed bumps in lieu of Traffic Diverters; avoid
speed bumps on primary emergency traffic response routes and encourage use of
22 foot speed bumps when proposed; avoid traffic diverters if possible. This will
enable a faster Fire Bureau emergency response time.
Responsibility - Staff Captain Glen Eisner
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
T94-17. (BFRES-66) Develop an Emergency Management Newsletter
Develop a newsletter for City employees giving them up-to-date information
regarding emergency preparedness and safety issues. Contributions and staffing
will be between several bureaus with the Fire Bureau, the lead agency.
Responsibility - Administrative Specialist Patty Stephens,
Community Relations Assistant Pat Swan
Reference Document - Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Spring 1995
T94-18. (BFRES-67) Continue Newspaper/Newsletter Outreach
Distribute articles regarding Emergency Management, citizen safety, Fire Bureau
information and general interest information to employee paper, neighborhood
newsletters and community newspapers.
Responsibility- Community Relations Assistant Pat Swan
Reference Document . Community Emergency Services Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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PLANNING SECTION
1'94-19. (BFRES-68) Achieve Strategic Plan Goals and Establish Valid
Performance Measures for Fire Bureau Service Delivery.

Through performance measures, the Bureau will maintain constant monitoring
and evaluation of the operations of each division and their sections and to assure
continual progress in accomplishing the Strategic Plan Goals. The target for
publishing the Fire Bureau's Strategic Plan is the first quarter of FY 1994-95.
Responsibility - Chiefs Office
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Summer 1994jOngoing
1'94-20. (BFRES-69) Review and Track Fire Service Related Municipal and State
Legislation

The Planning Section will evaluate legislation to assure high standards of fire
suppression, emergency medical, emergency preparedness and prevention of fires
in such a way as to ensure excellence in the quality of life for the citizens of the
City of Portland. Below are a few examples:
A. Cover clean-up costs from Code violations, repeat offenders, and gross
negligence.
B. Charge fines for out-of-state haulers to recover fire fighting costs when
violations occur.

C. Support traffic safety efforts through legislation of equipment like air bags, etc.
D. Provide funding sources for local injury prevention systems.
Responsibility - Planning Office
Reference Document - Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIVISION
The Management Services Division is responsible for recommending the management
policies and practices essential for the efficient operation of the Bureau. This is
accomplished through the provision of financial, budget, information, planning, research
and general administrative services in support of Bureau operations. The sections that
implement the objectives of the Management Services Division (MSD) are Accounting,
Finance, Administration, Personnel Services, and Logistics.

GOAL:
To manage the resources and support necessary for the Bureau to
accomplish its mission.

PRESENT STRUCTURE & ACTIVITIES
The Management Service Division (MSD) consists of four functional areas: General
Administration, Logistics (Information & Communication Services), Personnel, and
Accounting. The Division is responsible for overall management, fiscal direction, and
logistical support services of the Bureau.
General Administration
This section of the MSD is under the direction of the Bureau's Management Officer, a
Program Manager III. In the area of Budget preparation and administration, this section
ensures the effective preparation and administration of the Bureau's annual budget,
including projections of expenditures and revenue; liaison with the Office of Finance and
Administration, City Bureaus and the City Council; preparation and processing of
ordinances and budgetary impact statements; and the provision of budgetary training and
orientation of other Bureau staff.
Accounting
This section is under the direction of an Accounting Supervisor II. This section is
responsible for all accounting transactions, processing purchasing orders, payroll records,
trimester reports, budget preparation, expenditure monitoring and reconciliation, travel
documentation, and petty cash transactions. This section is also responsible for the
preparation of the Bureau's Five-Year Capital Improvement Plan, assistance with
Budget development, reporting budget progress throughout the year to the Office of
Finance and Administration, accounting training of other Bureau staff, and budgetary
changes throughout the fiscal year.
Personnel
ThIs section is under the direction of a Human Resources Coordinator. The work of the
unit is centered on providing a full range of personnel services to managers, supervisors,
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and line employees. The unit also functions as a liaison to central personnel so that
personnel activities are carried out efficiently, Work activities of the unit include
contract negotiations and interpretations; Personnel Action Notice (PAN) processing;
injured worker and return to work activities; grievance handling and investigation;
discipline investigations and recommendations; maintenance of the Bureau's personnel
files and the position control system; and other special projects as related to emerging
personnel issues.
Logistics
The Logistics Seftion within MSD provides a variety of services to the operation units of
the Bureau. Major support activities include maintaining and repairing fire equipment,
vehicles and buildings; managing real property and capital construction projects; and
ordering and inventorying fire equipment and uniforms. These services fall within four
sections: Administration Apparatus Maintenance, Building Maintenance and Stores.
Logistics Administration is under a Deputy Chief, who also supervisors the other.
sections within this section and prepares and administers the budget.
The Building Maintenance Section is responsible for routine and preventive maintenance
for thirty-nine (39) Bureau buildings and facilities. In addition, the section manages
contracts for new construction, building repair and renovation, and janitorial and laundry
services. The section serves as the Bureau's Property Manager. Significant projects in
the Bureau's Capital Program, overseen by this section, include construction of a new
training center, cleanup of an oil fire training ground area, updating of station safety
features, and DEQ mandated removal of underground fuel storage tanks.
The Apparatus Maintenance Section is the second largest program in Logistics. This
section keeps fire trucks, fire engines, squads (specialized rescue equipment &/or
personnel vehicle), rescues and other emergency response apparatus and many of the
emergency and call back personnel vehicles in good working order through maintenance,
. repair and replacement, Over the past ten years, the number of fire trucks and engines
has grown from forty-six to sixty-two. Of these sixty-two apparatus, thirty-seven are first
line, or used daily as the first apparatus responding to emergency calls. The remaining
twenty-five are reserve equipment for use by call-back personnel in case the first line
apparatus is being repaired. This section also specifies and tests new apparatus, and
purchases equipment, parts and supplies.
Logistics Stores Section administers protective clothing and uniforms for the Bureau,
tests ladders, keeps records and manages the Bureau's fuel dispensing equipment. This
section is also responsible for supplying stations with general maintenance and fighting
materials and supplies.
.
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COMPLETED ACTIONS

Site the new 911 headquarters.
Complete a Cost-of-Service Study by Oct. 1, 1993. (BN)
Explore consolidating Plans Review functions with BOB. (BN)
Present to Council the costs of implementing the Tri-Data recommendations. (BN)
More emphasis on dealing with substance abuse. (1986)
Same emphasis on annexations and consolidations (on East side) (1986)
New activities addressing the pension issue. (1986)
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PRIORITIES FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994-96
M94-01. (BFRES-70) Emphasize Adequate and Alternative Funding
The Bureau continues to improve its sophistication in the capital and operating
budget process each year. Additionally, the Bureau is exploring a number of
potential Bureau specific revenue items which will be in addition to the funding
available from the General Fund. Proposals for increased alternative funding will
be included in the Bureau's revisions to the FY 95-96 Budget. This will be
impacted if "Son of 5" passes, which will limit fee revenue growth.
.Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - November 1994
M94-02. (BFRES-71) Explore Strategies for Return-To-Work Programs
New emphasis is being placed on this program and efforts are being made to
work with Division Managers to identify light duty positions and place individuals
in them as soon as they are released to return to work from injury leave. The
Bureau has hired a "Return-To-Work" Coordinator (funded by the Pension Board)
who can focus attention on this program. However, implementation of a viable
return-to-work program will be seriously hampered due to the exceptional amount
of budgeted labor turnover, ($600,000 in the FY 94-95 budget, and a like amount
in FY 95-96). Budgeted labor turnover means that that the budget for the
Bureau's salaries and benefits is less than the requirements, if all budgeted
positions were filled for the entire year. .
Responsibility - Personnel Director Brenda Carpenter
Timeframe - 1996
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M94-03. (BFRES-72) Emphasize Labor/Management Relations
This ongoing activity requires employee commitment at all levels. Through
the principles of collaborative or interest based bargaining, the Bureau has
the ability to approach labor/management problems more creatively and
productively: Over time, this should result in better labor relations. The
contract negotiations were conducted in a collaborative process.. Because
this process was successful, the Bureau will participate in arbitration in the
fall.
Responsibility - Personnel Director Brenda Carpenter
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan
Timeframe - ongoing
M94-04. (BFRES-73) Increase Activities in Planning for and Providing Adequate
Facilities to Meet Bureau Needs/Growth
Management Services has developed a capital improvement planning and
budgeting process that has been used in the development of its five-year Capital
Improvement Plan. This plan is developed annually for submission in the City's
Capital Review process and its budget request to the City Council. The plan is
submitted annually to the City's Capital Review Committee. This committee
reviews all capital improvement requests from City bureaus for review and
recommendations to the City Council. The Bureau is represented on this
committee.
The Bureau has a 20-year Facility Plan for improvements to existing facilities, as
well as new facilities. The recent Earthquake Study conducted by the Bureau,
and the Eastside Facilities Study conducted by the Bureau of General Services,
identified facility needs that will be addressed in the Bureau's 20-year Facility
Plan.
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan
Timeframe - November 1994
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M94-0S. (BFRES-74) Conduct a Comprehensive Regional Station Location Study

The study is being conducted on a regional basis to evaluate the efficacy of
current station locations and the optimum placement of fire stations to maximize
current capital, human resources and customer service. The report will contain
specific recommendations on location of stations.
Responsible Party - Division Manager Tom Feely
Timeframe - Spring 1995
M94-06. (BFRES-7S) Emphasize Accountability

Management Services has had a performance appraisal system in place for several
years that creates accountability for the completion of very specific work plans.
Based on the Pay for Performance Ordinance, Management Services prepared a
recommendation to the Fire Chief for a Bureau-wide performance appraisal
system that covered non-represented Bureau employees. The Chief approved this
concept and a program was be developed for the performance review of
employees. Reviews were completed in August of 1994. Future reviews will be
completed by June 30th each year. Also, each division will be held accountable
. for Bureau activities such as out of town travel and budgetary performance
. measures (as seen in the Trimester report) for each division. All employees will
complete a travel request justification form for all out of town travel. Division
Heads will also be held accountable for supplying performance measures
necessary in the Trimester reports.
Responsibility - Chief Robert Wall
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan
.Timeline - July 1994 and Ongoing
M94-07. (BFRES-76) Provide a Fireboat on the Columbia

This boat has already been approved in the Bureau's Capital Improvement
Plan. Funds in the amount of $286,000 are available for this purchase
from the sale of the Virgil Spencer (old fireboat), and the General Fund
capital set aside. The new fireboat will be located at the new Hayden
Island Station 17 with Engine 17. Agreement on the purchase of property
for the new fire station has been completed with Pay Less N.W. Inc. The
new Hayden Island Station 17 is currently targeted for opening on March
8, 1995. Station 17 will staff the engine and fireboat with no additional
personnel.
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely
Timeframe - March 1995
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M94-0S. (BFRES-77) Provide Diversity Within all Ranks of Divisions

The Bureau is revising its testing procedures to place more emphasis on
knowledge, skills and abilities needed to successfully perform the work
rather than on memorization of testing material. As stated in the Budget
Notes of FY 94-95, although the total Bureau workforce includes
approximately 3% more minorities than all other City bureaus, the Fire
Bureau will focus on the minority recruitment in the Emergency
Operations Division by using the rule of five, (for every one position, the
Bureau can consider the five highest ranking candidates on the eligibility
list). Additionally, there is a commitment to using the rule of five. The
next tests given will be the Captain and B.c. examinations, which will be
held in the Fall of 1994. Additional appropriation will be requested to hire
a consultant to run assessment centers for upcoming examinations.
Responsibility - Personnel Director Brenda Carpenter
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Fall 1994 and Ongoing
M94-09. (BFRES-78) Improve Hiring Opportunities for Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Purposes

Although developed in the Fall of 1990, the current Fire Fighter eligibility list still
has excellent female and minority representation. The first training academy
hired from this list started at the beginning of May, 1994. Of the nine hired for
the academy, one is a female, two are Hispanics and one is a Native American.
That list has expired. The Bureau is beginning preparation of a new test for Fire
Fighter/Paramedic. Testing will occur by late summer, 1994. Prior to giving the
test, the Bureau will conduct a pre-employment program. Work is also underway
for establishing an apprenticeship/training program for the Bureau that would
target women and minorities. The Bureau continues outreach activities in the
community that target protected classes in order to increase awareness of career
opportunities with the Bureau. This will require an ongoing effort on the part of
the Bureau's personnel Section, as well as Bureau management. It is the Bureau's
intention to accurately reflect the community in the EOPS Division as well as it
does in the other Divisions of the Bureau.
.
Responsibility - Personnel Director Brenda Carpenter
Reference Document - Tri- Data, 86 Strategic Plan, Strategic Directions 98
Timeframe - Ongoing
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M94-10 (BFRES-79) Implement a Firefighter Affirmative Action Trainee Program
The Management Services Division will develop a program aimed at improving
the diversity of the Bureau. The Affirmative Action Trainee program will recruit
members of the community utilizing established criteria. Apprentices will be
trained as Firefighters during the course of the program.
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely
Reference Document Timeframe - Winter 1994
M94-11. (BFRES-SO) Implement Current Management Information System (MIS)
Plan
The Chiefs Office is finalizing a MIS Plan to utilize technological advancements
to improve productivity, quality of services, and operate in a more effective
manner. The plan will include, but not be limited to: networking of all fire
facilities, electronic mail, shared data bases involving"emergency response, fire
prevention, training, personnel records and financial management.
A need for a data analyst has been identified in three plans. This is a part-time
position that fills requests by the community for neighborhood demographics as
well as updating information from a variety of reports.
Responsibility - Chiefs Office
Reference Document - Strategic Directions 98, Tri-Data, Service Delivery Plan
Timeframe - Spring 1995
M94-12 (BFRES-S1) Complete a Comprehensive Organizational Review and
Evaluation
The Bureau will work with the Bureau of Financial Planning to complete a
Comprehensive Organizational Review and Evaluation (CORE). This review and
evaluation will be presented to Council in February of 1995.
Responsibility Reference Document Timeframe - February 1995
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M94-13. (BFRES-82) Explore Possible Cost-Savings of Civilianization
A study of this issue is currently underway for selected positions in response to a
budget note included in the Adopted Budget for FY 93-94. A report showing a
comparison of currently sworn and comparable civilian classes will be identified.
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely
Reference Document - Budget Notes
Timeframe - Fall 1994

M94-14. (BFRES-83) Emphasize Effective Internal Communications
The Bureau continues to make an effort to distribute information concerning
process and decisions in a timely manner, so that Bureau staff can be advised of
important information relating to their work. The establishment of Division Head
meetings will also increase the flow of information between Divisions. More work
is still needed in ensuring that information flows freely throughout the Bureau.
Management Services will assist in that effort.
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feelylall divisions
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan
.
Timeframe - Ongoing

M94-15. (BFRES-84) Promote New Activities in Political Implications of
Leadership
Management Services Division provides support for the Bureau in its commitment
to maintaining honest, open, and effective working relationships with the
Commissioner-in-Charge, Bureau staff and the City Council. In 1993, the Bureau
played host to a meeting with Mayor Katz and the Public Safety Transition Team
focusing on Bureau goals, objectives and services in 1993. Additionally, the
Bureau has strived, and will continue to strive, to work closely with the City
Council and the County Commission on all issues,
Responsibility - Division Manager Tom Feely, Chief Robert Wall
Reference Document - 1986 Strategic Plan
Timeframe - Ongoing
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
EVALUATION & REVIEW PROCESS
Implementation Status Report
Each person named responsible for the implementation of an Action Item will file an
Implementation Status Report for each item under their supervision. This report will be
given to the responsible party's Supervisor for approval before being submitted to thePlan Document. When an Implementation Status Report is filed it will be distributed to
all Division Chiefs, Stations, Battalion Districts, Responsible Party and Implementation
Committee members, and Sections that have received Planning notebooks(IE: Front
desk, Logistics, Training).
Trimester Update Meetings
Prior to the meetings, the Responsible Parties Committee will be asked to submit their
Implementation Status Reports to the Implementation Committee for review.
Management Services Division will be giving update on Budget Notes and the Trimester
workplan. At this time, recognition will be given to those who have impacted the
Bureau through the activities outlined in Action Plans.
Trimester Update Newsletter
After the meeting, a report will be sent to all sworn and civilian personnel giving an
update on the progress of the activities outlined in the plan.
TV Show
Short show to highlight progress and successes of Bureau in working toward the Strategic
Action Plan goals.
Strategic Plan Review Committee Meetings
Responsibilities will include:
1) Review & update documentation of plan
2) Monitor direction of plan and recommend direction modifications
3) Communicate with employees about plan's progress and implementation
development
4) Assess and develop Bureau planning process
Membership will be a proportionate representation of all divisions and levels/ranks of
employees with interested parties always welcome.
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, TIMELINE

July - plan out, budget year begins
October - Strategic Plan Review Committee
November - first trimester review - Nov. 16th, newsletter
March - Strategic Plan Review Committee
April - second trimester review - April 5th, newsletter, update plan
June - Strategic Plan Review Committee
June 30th Trimester review
July - Trimester complete with updated plan & new budget
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ID#_---L_......L...._
I
I

Draft - 6-23

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT
DATE
DIVISION
.ACTION
Definition (include why it is a needed action, what priority it is and the goal of the implementation
of the action)

RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Delegated to:
Date:
Delegated to:
Date:

PARTNERS

(who else is involved in the implementation activity?)

Internal:
External:
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OBJECTIVES
1.

2.
3.
4.

.PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
How will you measure the performance/impact of your activity toward reaching the goal? The
measurement can be a percentage or a number depending upon the activity. In many cases,
measurements can not be ascertained until objectives are accomplished.

PROPOSED BUDGET - TOTAL

=

Explanation/Justification

PROPOSED TIMELINE

SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS/COMMENTS
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Explanation - Draft - 6-13

ID# C94 108IBFRES-7

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS REPORT
DATE

April 21, 1994

DIVISION
ACTION

Chief's Office
Be responsive to changing demographics.

Definition (include why it is a needed action, what priority it is and the goal of the implementation
of the action)
The city of Portland will be increasing in population, density and diversity in the next five years. The trends identified by
the Stakeholders, the Tri-Data Study and ongoing review of Fire Service material will need to be considered so that the
Bureau can strategically place itself in the best position to respond to the needs of the community. This is a high priority.

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Chief Wall

Delegated to:
Date:
Delegated to:
Date:

PARTNERS
Internal:

External:
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(who else is involved in the implementation activity?)
Kathy Henderson/Information Services; Executive Staff for decision of response to
information
National Fire Academy Resource Center; National & International Fire
Districts, City of Portland, State Fire Marshal's Office, PSU Institute of Portland
Metropolitan Studies, Portland Neighborhood Associations
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OBJECTIVES
1.

Review trends documents from City/StaCe/National & International demographics changes
pertaining to fire service

2.

Prepare report for Executive Staff with recommendations for procedure to respond to
demographic changes

3.

Receive decision & budget

4.

Implement

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
(These will be determined through the identification of demographic changes)
How will you measure the performance/impact of your activity toward reaching the goal. The
measurement can be a percentage or a number depending upon activity. In many cases,
measurements can not be ascertained until objectives are accomplished.

PROPOSED BUDGET - TOTAL $2,000
Explanation/Justification
The work would be part of existing duties. Major cost would be for long distance communication,
workshop on Government being responsive to changing demographics, written documents and
computer network program - Total $2,000. Implementation of the program will depend on findings
and rearranging of existing resources within each division. This will be for a two year period.

PROPOSED TIMELINE
7/1-10/31 - 94
Research
11/1/94 - 2/28 - 95
Report & Recommendation
Division Assimilation of Recommendation
3/1 - 6/30 - 95
Implementation
7/1- 10/31 - 95
Research...

SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS/COMMENTS
1) Statistics gathered should be used in grant applications for funding of projects deemed as
important in responding to demographic trends.
2) The items identified as demographic influences need to be included into the big picture of outside
influences affecting the Bureaus decision making along with Council and publicdriven requests.
3) Information gathered should be a part of the Auditor's report and compared on a regional level.
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SUMMARY OF INPUT
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SUMMARY OF STATION FEED-BACK
All employees were asked to respond to questions about the Strategic Action Plan and
to prioritize Action Items. Their prioritization is reflected in the order of each
Division's Action Plan. All comments, verbatim, were sent to each station and to each
Division Chief for review.
Comments directed toward the Emergency Operations Division from the Station
personnel overwhelming focused on the need to keep emergency response as the first
priority of the Bureau.
.
The need for more attention to the Marine Services Section and the other specialized
teams was reiterated through many surveys. Importance was placed on training, funding,
equipment and staffing. The Marine Services Section especially wanted recognition for
the 80 miles of riverfront property that they protect and the need for greater inspection
coverage for the growing port activities.
Protective gear, health and wellness plans, consideration for the impact of the Oregon
Health Plan on the Bureau were all targeted as concerns of the Firefighters.
Respondents to the survey wanted to make sure that the main focus of the Management
Services Division was to stress continuous funding.
The main concern of hiring and diversifying the Firefighter ranks is the maintenance of
the high standards of abilities so that the City's Firefighter force can support each other
while rescuing those in need.
Once again clothing to meet safety standards was emphasized.
The Training and Emergency Management Division was given a lot of suggestions
regarding training. Training for all members should be better defined for promotional
and career paths, should include health and wellness programs, and be continually
updated (which has just been completed through the new training manual). The new
Training Manual was not mentioned in the plan adequately but it is now being 'used with
the new recruits and is the first time it has been updated in at least ten years. The
Firefighters wanted recruit training to be emphasized by the Training Division.
The only suggestion for the Prevention Division was to fine occupancies for false
alarms after the third time. But many commented on the fact that the Prevention plan
was.lengthy.
Overall suggestions were to make sure that everyone understands that plans are flexible
and are always subject to change. People liked the listing of the contact person, but
wanted to hear more about the improvements that have been made from one plan to
the next.
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PORTLAND FIREFIGHTERS' ASSOCIATION
RANDY LEONARD

STAN GEORGE

TOM CHAMBERLAIN

President

VIce-President

Secretary-Treasurer

August 23, 1994

since its inception as a paid Fire Department in 1883 the
Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services has
expanded its mission to meet the needs of the citizens of
Portland. The last 10 years have seen some of the most rapid
changes in the services provided by the bureau. The annexation
of unincorporated areas of Multnomah County by the City of
Portland increased the population by 140,000 and almost doubled
the area protected by the Fire Bureau. At the same time, fire
fighters, the greatest resource of the Fire Bureau, were cut by
over 120 positions although run volume increased by 83%.
Emergency medical responses have increased to over 59% of bureau
responses.
While fire responses have decreased slightly, the hazards faced
by fire fighters at those fires have increased.
Composite
building materials, new age plastics, hazardous material, etc.,
have contributed to an increase in cancer and heart disease for
firefighters that far exceeds that of the general population.
The City and the Bureau have expanded services to the citizens
that not only include emergency service and fire prevention, but
now include disaster preparedness interfaced with citizen groups,
educational programs I andvaiious other neighborhood outreach
programs. The demands now and in the future driven by Emergency
Medical Services, Forest Fire Fighting, aging populations, crime,
and dwindling resources will increase the workload for Portland's
fire fighters. While programs which go beyond the traditional
mission of the fire service have great merit l the planning and
implementation of such programs must take into consideration the
ever increasing workload of fire fighters.
The stressors facing
Portland fire fighters in 1994 are much different than those
faced by fire fighters in 1974 or even 1984. Increased emergency
calls, crime, reduction in workforce, ~xpanding role in community
programs, all add to the hours a fire fighter is required to work
and the nature of that work has resulted in an increased stress
level for fire fighters.
Such stressors manifest themselves in
many forms including sleep disorders, fatigue, post traumatic
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stress disorders, other mental disorders, stress related physical
ailments, alcohol and drug abuse, marital and relationship
problems.
To meet the needs of the citizens of Portland and at the same
time recognize increasing workload for fire fighters, the
Portland Fire Fighters Association would like to suggest that the
Bureau of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Service consider the
establishment of a Labor Management Committee that meets on a
regular basis and which is empowered to act on:
EMS: The Bureau has expanded and will continue to expand
its role in EMS and are actively bidding to provide
transport for all 911. Such actions will increase not only
the workload of paramedics but all fire fighters.
CES: if done correctly this could be a benefit to the
citizens and fire fighters.
RETURN TO DUTY PROGRAM: What will be the limits and
expectations? The bureau needs to look at ALL new positions
as potential opportunities for returning injured fire
fighters to the work force.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT: Address the ongoing debate on training
and promotional testing.
The relationship between management and labor is critical for the
future evolution of the fire service and working conditions for
Portland fire fighters.

TC/kj

STAKEHOLDER COMMITIEE
ISSUES OF CONCERN FOR THE FUTURE
Community fire stations are a reality. Adequate staffing is provided to meet needs of
Bureau. Alternative funding is found to complement the City investment in Fire Bureau
program priorities. Cooperative efforts between school systems, businesses, and
community organizations support activities of the Bureau to the extent of providing
light-duty, detailed firefighters for educational efforts, amplifying community outreach
through resource sharing, and educating of community members and firefighters on
protocol of working with the government to get needs met. The firefighters and the
community share the responsibility of preventing deaths and property loss in the City of
Portland.
Station Captains are empowered by giving them the responsibility of overseeing their
own budget. Four-person crews maintain an excellent record of effectively saving lives
and preventing loss both for the public and the firefighters. Multi-purpose emergency
operations vehicles are at each station providing quick response to the majority of
emergency calls in the neighborhoods. Stations, located strategically around the City,
will house specialized rescue teams, aerial ladder truck and tanker. The Bureau of Fire,
Rescue, and Emergency Services is responsive to community needs, due to a constant
data analysis of emergency medical and fire incidents and demographics.
Prevention, through inspection and education programs, are station based, insuring City
wide consistency and accessibility to neighborhood and local businesses. Working with
community and business leaders, the Fire Bureau is promoting more comprehensive
building and fire/life safety codes. Stations adopt schools, businesses and community
groups to emphasize community emergency communications and prevention tactics. The
local fire stations offer educational opportunities such as ride-a-longs, the importance of
sprinklerization and fire detecting devices, water safety instructions, and/or business
emergency escape planning for a self-sustaining fee.
Educational and training requirements are met at entry and promotional levels by a
diverse group of candidates. An incentive program is established that rewards
individuals for seeking out training in their career path. All personnel is trained in
information management systems that is networked station and office-wide.
The emphasis on Emergency Preparedness education programs has widened the
understanding by the public of their need for self-sufficiency and the network of
agencies that will be called to action in the time of a major disaster. The Fire Bureau
has improved communication with both Federal and State authorities, enabling them to
respond to natural disasters more efficiently.
The Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services is a leader nationally
because of its cooperative efforts with the community at large.
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IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE VISION FOR 2000
The Portland Bureau of Fire, Rescue & Emergency Services' main responsibility is
emergency response. They strive to protect citizens from experiencing emergencies
through prevention education programs. The citizens of Portland are more prepared to
respond in minor and major emergencies because of the effective community outreach
and involvement programs that the Bureau has provided in the last five years. The
Portland Fire Bureau in the year 2000 operates in response to neighborhood and
community needs so that citizens know what to expect from the Fire Service. In
addition, the Firefighters know the make-up of their community and understand its
cultural needs. All divisions cooperate to provide the Stations with the information and
materials needed to support their outreach efforts. The station location study resulted in
maximum service delivery to the citizens relative to the density and demographics with
critical staffing goals met. Also, a benefit to the community is the level of proportionate
representation relative to the population's diversity gained over the last five years.
The prevention programs offered the citizens through the Prevention Division and
Emergency Operations encompass fire prevention and escape, emergency preparedness,
and health and wellness programs. The emphasis on sprinklerization and hardwired
smoke detectors in all residential and high-rise commercial occupancies has impressed
the citizens on the importance of fire detection devises that save lives and decrease
property loss. Education on the use of 911 and basic first-aid has reduced the Fire
Bureau's need to respond to false alarms. This allows the Firefighter greater availability
to the public for real emergencies and prevention efforts.
Emergency calls are more complex due to high-rise buildings, population density,
cultural diversity, health care and risk issues and the abundance of hazardous materials
in residences and businesses. The Fire Bureau is able to provide medical patients with
treatment and transport through their firefighter paramedic first response system. The
Portland Fire Bureau's first response service has worked out an EMS system that serves
the public first, not the business of serving the public.
Regionally, districts and fire and life safety entities are coordinating efforts and sharing
resources to provide services to employees, as well as the public. Through sharing
.rescue teams, educational experiences and equipment, this teamwork has created a
greater sense of preparedness for businesses, community members, and employees of all
fire and life safety services.
Within the Bureau, training has become a priority for new recruits, as well as general
employees. Established documented career paths are guiding employees to develop
their skills with a goal in mind and the knowledge of what is expected of them. All
Firefighters are trained in specialized rescue to allow them to respond, or to support the
crews efforts, and the incident's needs. The Personnel Recruiter's search for candidates
has proven successful in finding potential firefighters that meet the needs of the Bureau
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in areas such as education level, demographics and specialized training. The Return-ToWork Program has allowed many injured Firefighters the opportunity to diversify their
skills by working in a variety of positions in the Bureau and the community. All training
activities allow the Bureau to offer the citizens the best service possible. Their training .
also allows all employees the ability to competitively respond to a variety of services.
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